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Introduction

is clearly

Of the various trends in library automation today, public access
rewarding areas of
one of the most difficult, complex, and potentially
be
economic
or
it
may
be the desire to
development. The motivation may
in
either
case
the
designer
of
a public access
offer a new standard of service;
plannir,g the 1980
in
largely
uncharted
waters.
In
system finds himself
both the
clinic, we attempted to bring together speakers who could address
nuts-and-bolts
reality
of
public
access.
philosophical foundations and the
about
Shaw
points
out
how
little
we
know
As an example of the former,
public use of automated systems. He then makes the persuasive argument
that our best chance for understanding and improving man-machine
communication is through heuristics. Hewett and Meadow continue this
theme with a detailed discussion of an experiment to determine how
untrained
effective an overlaid .analysis and assistance program could be to
Their-encouraging
results
have
users of an information retrieval system.
of
public
accesi.in
her
paper,
implications that extend to many other areas
Beckman describes the practical considerations that arise in providing
public access in a university library. In summary, the common theme of
be
these papers is that providing well-designed public access systems will
give
us
cause
for
an uncommonly challenging task, but that early results .
great optimism.
J.L. DIVILBISS
Edilor

WARD SHAW
Executive Director
Colorado,Alliance of Research Libraries

Design Principles for Public Access

Basically, the problem of designing an information system fcr public
access is the same as the problem of designing any kind of system, and
perhaps can be stated as a question: How do we construct or plan that
interaction of hardware, software, people, and data that will be most likely
to lead to a predetermined good or goal? Ideally, we should have
a fairly
good idea of what the goal is, an understanding of the mechanism of
the
change required to meet the goal, and a comprehension of the characteristics of the interactions of hardware, software, people, and data,
so that we
may apply those-characteristics to the design and control of the events
necessary to cause the change desired. Traditionally stated, this
means:
define the output, define the input, and then invent a process that will
transform the input into the output.
The trouble is that when it comes to the design of information systems, and particularly public access information systems, it is extraordinarily difficult to reach clear definitions of output or input; and, moreover,
nearly impossible to define a process that will transform one into the
other.
That is why it is fundamentally easier to design a system to send
a man to
the moon by 1970 than to design an information system . You xnow where
the moon is, and can learn a great deal abeut its characteristics. You know
what a man is, and much about what his biology enables him to do; you
know when 1970 is; and there exists a corpus of knowledge of mechanics
that allows construction of a process that will get the man to the moon
that is, the problem is well defined and a solution is at least comprehensible. What remains is essentially a mechanistic exercise. However, in
designing information systems, it is not enough to define input as those
keys which a user strikes on a keyboard, and output as those records
or_
2
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those
messages which appear on a screensurely we must pay attention to
like most
the
whole
system.
Information,
things, but they do not treat
"-tion" words, is a processspecifically, that process by which people
and
become informed. Therefore, input becomes "an uninformedperson"
fuzzy concepts,
output becomes "an informed person." But those are very
The basic differof
systems
for
public
access.
and that is particularly true
for "private" access is
ence between systems for public access and systems
and hence some
designer
can
assume
boundaries
that, in the latter case, the
specification of the "uninformedness" of the user. He can also assume a
is supposed
certain degree of understanding by the user of what the system
that
of
defining
a data
to do, and through that, can reduce his problem to
for
public
retrieval or manipulation system. But in the case of systems
different users
access, such assumptions are perilous at best, because many
the system for
of many different degrees of confusion will attempt to use
by
such
easily
qtiantif imany different things; success will be measured not
delivered,
able things as relevance/recall ratios or numbers of documents
but rather by user satisfaction.
_but
the process of
To confuse the issue further, we don't know much about
people. We
uninformed
people
become
informed
informing, that is, how
equivalent to,
is
closely
related
to,
or
perhaps
do know that the process
notoriously inadelearning, but we also know that educational theory is
To return to
exactly
how
to
cause
learning
to
occur.
quate in describing

be

something tangible, consider some of the questions that ought to
addressed in designing a computer-based public access information
systemfor example, a catalog:

display mesI. How fast should system response be? Should the terminal
read
along
as
the
terminal is
sages at reading speed so that users can
all
at
once
for
the
user
to read at
responding, or should messages appear
simple
characteristic
is
unimportant,
try an
pleasure? (If you think this

9600 baud.
interactive system at 300 baud and then try the same system at
You'll likely find that the system "feels" completely different, and that
which is better,
this "feel" affects your perception of it and its utility. But
for what kinds of interactions?)
presented, and at what stage
2. How much data, in what detail, should be

how many
of the interaction? if you present bibliographic records,

of useful
elements are necessary? When does the format get in the way
information?
interactive pro3. How much should users by involved in or control the

"Mark Twain" be
cess? In a catalog, should the user who enters
is
Samuel
Clemens
and that the system
informed that the correct name
Twain for
should
the
system
substitute
will proceed with Clemens, or
purposes) the
should
(for
pedagogical
Clemens automatically, or

7
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system require the user to acknowledge (or even retype) the change to
"Clemens"? What is the specific effect on the informing process of each
of these options?
4. When should the system quit? That is, at what point
can the user beconsidered to be "informed" and how is this measured? If left to user
control, will he choose to quit before he "should" (for
example, before
the system directs him to periodical resources in addition
to mond=
graphs)? Or is it better to make the system totally passive in
this regard?'
Clearly, the problem of identifying principles of system design for
public
access is a difficult one, and we certainly do not know enough about public
access information systems to generate very many "rules" that can be
applied a priori to guarantee a "good" system design. How, then, do
we
proceed?

We really know only three ways to approach design. The
most frequently used, and usually the best, is.the algorithm ic method. This
method
is characterized by the systematic application of rules or formulas
which
will kid to the desired results. But, as we have seen, in the case of public
arcesstrifoinuition syiterns, the ---don't understand enough about

information-seeking behavior and the informing process to use this
method successfully. In fact, we will probably generate this knowledge
only through analysis of the use of many public access information
systems
over a considerable time; and, if the analogy to learning holds, we may
never understand the process.
The second method is simulation. This method consists of creating a
model of whatever it is you want to learn about (in this case, an infolmalion system). The model must have two characteristics: ( I ) it
must represent
the real world accurately with regard to significant variables,
and (2) it
must be capable of being efficiently and repeatedly exercised. The
process
is to run the model many times, each time changing one of the variable
values, to learn which ch. ;es produce desirable results and which
produce undesirable results. he problem is that it is very difficult to identify
the relevant variables in informatiOn-seeking behavior, and
much more
difficult to derive accurate and representative relationships
among those
variables. We simply do not have a very good model available,
nor does it
appear likely that we will get one soon.
The third approach to design is the heuristic method, and
I believe It
to Ix. the most promising approach to the design of systems for
public
access. Essentially, the heuristic methodology is as follows: in a case in
which the designer does not understand enough about the mechanisms
of a
particular situation to invent appropriate algorithmse.g., the case of
public access systemshe generates a number of statements of
value, or
targets, which he believes will lead to desirable results. These
statements of

8
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examples of
value are called heuristics, and perhaps the most common
chess-playing
systems developed using this approach are many of the
programs. It is clearly impractical to design algorithmic chess-playing
programs. There are too many possible moves for even the fastest computer
"it is desirable to
to evaluate. So. heuristics are developedfor example,
It
is
desirable
to
trade
pieces of lower
take your opponent's pawns," or
mobility,"
or
"it
is
desirable
to
move powerful
mobility for pieces of higher
that the
These
moves
will
not
guarantee
pieces quickly to the front."
likely
program will win chess games, but most players believe that they are
evaluate
Thus,
the
designer
develops
his
program
to
to lead to success.
value by

few possible moves in any given situation, measuring their

at

determining which of the heuristics they might satisfy. Value in the case of
chess ran, of course, be represented numerically, and the program can
"score" possible moves to identify the "best" one.
A key element of the heuristic approach is feedback. Heuristics or
value at
value statements are developed and assigned a particular numeric
monitors
its
the beginning of system use. The system, as it is exercised,
weights
success, and by tracking itself, modifies the numeric values or
assigned to its various heuristics, seeking more frequent success. In this
'learn" from expesense, then, the chess programs are self-modifying and
likely
to
win.
Of
course,
how good they
rience, becoming more and more
intelligently
the original
get depends in considerable measure on how
software be
therefore
axiomatic
that
the
heuristics were selected, and it is
that
new
heuristics
can
be
added and
designed for easy modification so
useless ones removed.
Let's look again at the example of designing a public access catalog.
that is
We don't know exactly how to produce informed (orsatisfied) users;
which
uninformed
users
understand
the
mechanisms
by
to say, we do not
it is difficult to see
into
informed
users.
Consequently,
are transformed

how to apply the algorithmic method to the design of public access

catalogs. We furthermore do not have a model of the information process
the simulation
that yields much confidence in its "goodness of fit," and so
method does not appear very helpful. But we can identify heuristics
which
statements of valueabout the behavior of an information system
method
of
might lead toward inforMed users, and if that is so, the heuristic
looking
at
the
desig.i is probably the best bet. Remember that we are
information system as a wholenot simply the hardware and software, but
also the users and the data.
At the design level, there are many heuristics that might be identified.
F 'Bowing are a few examples, not intended to be exhaustive by any means,
be true, but do
but rather illusttative. These statements may or may not
characteristics
which
will
lead directly
begin to describe a corpus of system
for .ystem
specification
and
a
description
of
a
process
to an initial system
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evolution or "self-tuning" as described above. First, there are a number of
things we might say about the interaction of users with the rest of the
system.

1. It is desirable (i.e., will lead to information) that the
system allow the
user maximum entry possibilities. That means that, for example, it is
better to have indexes to ten data elements than to have indexes
to five
data elements. Thus, if you are deciding whether to provide access to the
bibliographic records by ISBN, it is desirable to do so. Note that these
kinds of decisions involve trade-offs, and the set of heuristics
or value
statements provides a framework for formalizing, controlling and eventually enhancing those trade-offs.
2. It is desirable that the user be able to ask the system for help
at any point
in the interaction, and that the help supplied be relevant. This means
that a general-purpose "help" file is inadequate. Explanatory
information presented to users should reflect where they are in the interaction,
the path they have taken to get there, and the substantial
data they are
working with. This will probably require some code to generate
appropriate responses on a semi-individual basis.
3. It is desirable that the user control the interaction, i.e., the
user0ould
feel like he is drivingthe machine rather than the other way arout4frThe
idea is that the mach l e should be responsive to the user.
4. It is desirable that the achine react to the user at the user's skill
level. Novice users may nee considerable instruction and
step-by-step
guidance during the interac on, but skilled users should not be confronted with repetition of ins uctions they already know.
5. It is desirable that the machin . respond with data that appropriately
answer a user's need. Messages ould neither overwhelm nor -underw helm" users. For example, if a . reshman asks for a book on American
education, it is not helpful for the machine to respond with bibliographic listings of all 600 of the
n the other hand, if someone wants
a technical discussion of Romme s Erica campaign, a response directing them to a general history of IA is ikely to be less than informative.
These are examples of statements that wil qllow basic design decisions to
be made from the point of view of the us&s f the system. All involve
trade-offs, all may or may 1174-1itne and all ma
ove to be impossible,
but they at least provide a framework or esign decisions.

Similarly, there are any number of heuristics relating to the hardware/3oftware area, and examples of these are presented below. Because

one of the important considerations in heuristic design is the ability of the
system to change, the first four examples relate to flexibility.
1. It is desirable to structure hardware and software in a modular
fashion.
The idea is that pieces of the system can be easily modified without
dire

i0
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...

consequences to the rest of the system.

variable
2. It is desirable that constant values be passed to software as
table-driven
terminal
control,
and the
values. A specific case of this is

benefit is that the constant values can be easily changed to meet different
circumstances.
For
3. It is desirable that message content and message form be separated.
example, in designing screens it is far easier to deal with one software
variable
unit which formats information and another which collects the
with
both
at
once.
data to be presented than to deal
4. It is desirable that data structures be as flexible as possible. As soon as
along and
you have designed an on-line catalog, someone will come
insist that you turn it into a circulation system as well. If, for example,
you are restricted by design to fixed-length records of fixed-length fields,
this becomes difficult to accomplish.
capability. This
5. It is desirable that terminals have considerable graphics
will lead to increased capabilities. Some kinds of data are best presented
over
in text or list form, but consider the difficulty of describing a map

the telephone. In that case, a picture does the job far better. This is
catalog
probably also the case with exposing the syndetic structure of a

to its users.
accessing Disk
6. It isdesirable to minimize the time the machine spends on-line bibliofiles. The most common critical, limiting bottleneck in
graphic systems is the time the machine spends accessing index records
do wonders
and bibliographic records from disks, and the designer will
this
at
the
design
stage.
for response time by attending to
These, then, are examples of heuristics that, taken together and expanded,
but we
will probably lead to successful designs. None are true a priori,
believe that they may lead to successful design.
_

The process, therefore, is to select a set of heuristics, and carefully state
data,
them. These will describe characteristics of the hardware, software,
successful system.
designer
believes
will
lead
to
a
and interaction which the
The result
The next step is to assign some relative value to each statement.
trade-offs.
Then,
will be a mechanism for making design decisions and
then be
the
system
can
be
designed.
It
can
using these valued, heuristics,
tested and, based on the results, the heuristics and the values assigned to
implementation
them can be modified. In a continuous process, the system
these
changed
values.
This
recursive
process, it is
will be changed to reflect

hoped, will at some point stabilize. At that point, the heuristics and
public
associated values will becom potential principles of design for

control mechaaccess. The heuristic met od, then, is a codification of and
approach
that
says
"put
something
up and
nism for the rough-and-ready
developing and
believe
it
offers
the
best
hope
of
then tinker with it"and I
learning about successful public access systems.

.
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Interacting with. Computer Users:
Design Considerations
The design of computer terminals which communicate with
naive users in
a humane yet effective manner involves problems that are
common to
many applications. Interactive computers are being used as everyday tools
in settings that range from airlines to zoos. The problems met by the
growing use of computer terminals in libraries are seldom
unique to that
setting. In fact, the experience of the authors over the past two decades
suggests the existence of a set of design problems that turn up whenever
interactive computer terminals are used, whatever the setting. These hindrances emanate from inappropriate dependence on a few simplifying
assumptions that make design easier at the cost of lowered egertiveness.
This paper outlines six of these fallacious assumptions, describes the
reasons for their beguiling attractiveness, and suggests alternative views
that should lead to better design.

Human-Machine system Design
Human-machine interac' ions may be considered to consist of four
major elements: task, procedure, human, and machine. The
good system
designer does not assume that any of these elements ip static,
unchangeable factor that can be ignored. A thorough a Ifiis m:iy even reveal
alternative approaches which eliminate then d for a special design.
Task
The task is the problem that is to be solved. A common error is the
failure to understand that past views of the problems may have been
limited by what was possible with tools and procedures then
available.

128
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Where this is the
New tools may make it possible to solvea larger problem.
addressed
by former
case, the task should-bEttefined to include factors not
in
computerization
is
that
a
computer
approaches. An example common
solvea part of
brought in to simplify papeiwork also turns out to beable to
Thus,
a computer
the management process that the paperwork supported.
would also
oduction
of
book
purchase
orders
brought in to automate the pi
made in
be able to automate man) of the standard administrative decisions

is
following up on overdue deliveries. However, this added capability
designer is aware
design,of
the
system
only
if
the
likely to be inclutl in the
of the total task.

Procedure
Procedures me the methods used to complete a task. A common en or is
filling out a
the confusion of procedures with tasks. A procedure (such as
required
part of an
charge slip for a book by hand) comes to be seen as a
performing
the
operation, rather than as simply one of several means of
for
a
lxiok).
actual task (Maintaining a record of changes in responsibility
misapplications
This pal ticular confusion often results in technological
inefficient.
expedient of
that meet task needs by the simple, but usually
mimicking old procedures.
Another form of confusion of rask and procedure results in the endowment of a procedure with almost magical powers. Thus, "computerizaThat success
tion" may be cited as the reason lot success of a new approach.
adopting
computers
in
other situais then used as the reason for blindly
alternati)
es might be
tions without taking the trouble to determine what
the growing
blind
adoption
of
computers
is
available. One result of such
number of cases whe' an achnimstratot "computerizes" an operation,
is then
shows great savings in time mid money, and is promoted. He
eliminate the
who
is
miraculously
able
to
rerlaced by- a new administrator
"computerization"! If the first
computer without losing the advantages of

administiator had taken the time to examine the actual task and the
really
possible alternatives, he would have observed that all that was

derived from
needed was a restructuring of the task. The apparent gains
that
result
from
the
task
restructuring
computerization in such cases really
accompanies the unnecessary addition of a computer. The computer can
working
be dropped from such an implementation with minimal effect on
savings
efficiency and substantial savings in cost. Needless to say, cost
the
scene.
would have been even greater if the computer had never entered

Human
Humans appear in many roles in human-machine systems. They may
help the machine carry out procedures, or they may be clients

served by the

ALLEN AVNER 6. H. GEORGE FRIEDMAN, IR.

Figure I. Beware of technological innovations that simply mimic old
procedures.
Illustrations for this paper were drawn by Wayne Wilson. Computer-based
Research Laboratory. rnisersity of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign.

Education

system. The major error lies in ignoring the human element. A designer

may assume that since he or she is human. any system design will automat-

ically include all needed, human factors. That is not so. Humans vary
enormously in training, motivation and ability. Not only do they
vary
individually, but they vary with time. A system designed for

nalv^ users
may not be efficient for experienced users. Users who begin as naïve
users
will seldom remain that way with time. A system that is comfortable
for
brief human use can be an unbearable burden when used
continuously for
long hours. Good design demands a clear view of the nature of the humans

who will interact with the system and the nature of that interaction.

J'

Machine
The word machine is used here because we happen to be discussing
computers. A more accurate word would be tool. The mactune or tool is a
technological aid to application of the procedure. A pencil or an instruc-

14
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tional technique is just as valid a form of technology as a computer.
needed for
mistake to assume that some complex form of technology is
of
a
work
situation
every task. As was noted above, careful restructuring
productivity
without
any
need
can result in substantial improvements in
for a computer c.r other expensive technology.
Modularization
have been
Once the major components of a human/machine process be further
identified, good design practice dictates that the resulting system
major compobroken down into functional modules that cut across these
distinct
function
in the
nents. Each functional module performs a single
defined
by
the
portion
solution of the overall task. A particular module is
needed to address that
of the total- task that it covers, the procedures
those procedures.
subtask, and the human and/or machine carrying out
and
most modules
Each module has well-defined inputs and outputs,
interact only with other modules.
drive of
Modularization is not done simply in response to an innate
allows
concurrent
system designers to categorize things. Modularization different groups of
development of the many parts of a complex system by
greatly reducing the
designers operating in relative independence, thus
planning
and
putting
a
system into operalength of time between initial
completed
product.
tion. Modularization also has advantages in the
devices associated
computers
and
other
Both hardware (the terminals,
which guide the
with the system) and software (the computer programs
and
humans) can be
hardware and interpret interactions between hardware
since modules
hardware
is
easier
to
maintain,
modularized. Modularized
isolate should
well-defined
functiOn
are
easier
to
that serve only a single,
inexpensive repair
also
amenable
to
quick,
they malfunction. Modules are
is also more easily
by substitutions Properly designed modular hardware installation. For
changing
needs
of
a
given
altered or expanded to meet
information storage
example, needs for additional terminals or increased
e-qt,:nment and the
by
adding
the
needed
capability can be met simply
The same
control modules required to interface it wiih the original sy4ian.
redesigning
expansion in a nonmodularized system might require major
has similar advanof both hardware and software. Modularized softwarein modification of
tages in identification and repair of problems and
existing installations.
designer
Unfortunately, the advantages of modularization can cause a
example,
design considerations. For
to downgrade the importance of other
simple and
modularization is easiest when the task structure is-relatively
procedures
of
different
when there are few interactions between tasks or

15
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types. In seeking such simplicity,

a good system designer tries to eliminate
extraneous elements from the task that the system is to perform. Under
time pressure, however, such commendable parsimony
can lead to oversimplification. Oversimplification results either from failures of commission (misinterpreting a user's description of the task)
or failures of
omission (failing to verify that an interpretation of the task actually
leads
to an acceptable final result). The fault in failures of omission is

not always
with the system designer alone. A user who is
not familiar with the
computer's slavishly literal interpretation of directives may fail

to specify
the crucial decisions that are often made by a human faced
with ambiguous
information. A human is able to make commonsense interpretations
that
may result in the job's completion despite less than ideal information.
A
computer programmed with an oversimplified procedure for handling the
same ambiguous data may merrily grind out stacks of absolute rubbish.
Eventually such failures will come to light, of course, but it
is far mote
efficient to identify them at the time the system design is being
specified. In
the early design stages, no amount of experience in
computer system
(Ws n can replace the knowledgeable guidance of a person who
nas

actually carried out the original task under "real-life" conditions.
With this general baaground, let us examine six of the most common
fallacies that intrude on the design of interactive computer terminn.1 systems. We hope that once you are

aware of these pitfalls to good design, you
will be better able to guide design or selection of an interactive terminal
system that will meet the special needs of your application.

The Fallacy of Subsystem Independence
The person follown, this erroneous design principle
assumes that
any component of a system can be designed effectively without any knoll ;edge of the rest of the system. It is both convenient and useful
to handle
design of a system by breaking the major system into
component modules.
This does not mean, however, that the final system is intended
function
as a set of independent modules.

Problems of the "Fallacy of Subsystem Independence" show
themselves most frequently in hardware interactions. At the lowest level,
the
user might encounter massive delays in accessing or storing information at
a terminal that is mismatched to a communications channel
or storage
device. The fact that two such components can be made to communicate
with each other by means of intermediate software
or hardware does not
necessarily mean that the interaction will be efficient.
At a more complex (and, unfortunately, more often observed) level,
a
system might perform a variety of functions quite well when the
system is
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supporting only one user. However, a system which has not been designed
performance when
as an integrated whole may show severely degraded
operations
simultaneously
by several users at
asked to support different
simply as a
It
may
even
degrade
severely
different interactive terminals.
result of user loath above some moderate level.

The Fallacy of System Function
The motto of the believer in this fallacy is "If it works, the design is
okay." No designer intentionally designs a system that is difficult to use,
performs inefficiently, or assumes an inordinate amount of skill on the
produce a functioning
part of the user. Nevertheless, under pressure to
system while facing the ever present time deadlines and funding limitawilling to accept
tions that mark reality, designers are too frequently
have
almost anything that actually gets the intended task done. They may
produce
a
started out with far grander intentions and an abiding desire to
efficiency.
But
in
system that would be both joy to use and a paragon ofthey may have becn
the cold, hard dawn of reality (and corporate solvency),
specificawilling to compromise with something that met the minimum
tions of the contract.
under pressure, it
Given the tendency of humans to compromise when
will actually
is wise to make sure that minimal contractual specifications To insure
provide acceptable levels of performance in the finished system.
simple
that minimal specifications are adequate, one must go beyond
One
must
identify
statements oftinput information and output products.
operation, and
important conditional factors such as speed and ease of
levels are
under
which
these
performance
specify the operating condition
expected.
A system must be expected to perform differently under different usage
performance required
loads. In recognition of this fact of life, the levels of
anticipated should
under
the
most
severe
load
under a "normal" load and
always remember that even if a system "works"
both be specified. We must
conditions), it will not neces(i.e.. produces the desired results under ideal

sarily be acceptable to users (i.e., produce the desired
setting).

results in a real life

The Fallacy of Human Perspicacity
with the design of
This fallacy is committed by most persons involved
think exactly the
interactive systems. The assumption that all humans will
understand
your intent at
way you think (and that they will automatically
The
more
involved a
each step of an interaction -1 is woefully common.
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designer becomes with the mechanics of getting a system to "work," the
more he or she grows accustomed to the idiosyncratic
manner in which it
happens to operate at that moment. After a while, the designer
forgets that
everyone will not come to the system with a full understanding of the
intent behind each human-machine interaction.

EE-ZZ LIBRARY COMPt)TER SYSTEM
O 01;0 9 0;;-zo 0;;;;0 0 00009

O00
O

)ro 000000 04--x4A-

0

0

0

Ea GE1

c=zr
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Figure 2. A foot-thick instruction manual is no substitute for good
humanmachine design.

The day of reckoning arrives with the first use by people who
were not
involved with the original design. If the designers are wise, such people
will be brought in well berme the design of human-machine
interactions
has been frozen. Careful study of the problems encountered
by naïve users
will greatly aid in reducing potential errors and in increasing
the ease of
interaction. If the designers are not wise, they will delay
exposure of the
system to realistic field testing until final delivery of the system.
Systems
designed under this "blind" approach are most notable for
their literary
contributionsa frantic, last-minute effort to compensate for poor human
engineering by provision of a flood of instruction manuals. In
general, the
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less often a user interacts with a computer terminal, the less voluminous
the printed instruction manuals should be. A well-designed interactive
prompting for the new or
computer system provides complete interactive
should
be
able
to
start
a new user by simply
infrequent user. Ideally, one
that
screen."
Assuming
reasonably
saying, "Follow the directions on
sign of
than
this
should
be
taken
as
a
possiMe
literate users, anything less
software
capabilities
or,
more
likely,
in
limitations either in hardware
design.

The Fallacy of Human Memory
A fallacy which is particularly prevalent in the design of information
and instruction displays for interactive terminal systems is theassumption
several
that humans can remember every detail of information encountered
of the
This
fallacy
is
actually
a
special
case
minutes or even seconds before.
and
is
perpetrated
for
the
same
reason.
"Fallacy of Human Perspicacity"
forgets that
After many days of working with the structure of a system, one
actually be
for
the
first
time
will,
for
example,
someone seeing the system
simply as mile
of
new
information
and
not
using instructions as sources
markers on a familiar path.
In the brief exchanges characteristic of use of interactive computer
This is the same
terminals, humans depend mostly on short-term memory.
for
tasks
such
as
remembering
a telephone
type of memory that we use
dial it on
look
it
up
in
a
directory
to
the
time
we
number from the time we
the telephone. Short-term memory normally has a very limited capacity
easily overwrit
(about three to four simple items or groups of items) and is
people
to take the
ten by new information.1 It is not reasonable to expect
have
little
intention
of
time to memorize directions on a display which they
is
it
using frequently. Nor, given the limitations of short-term memory,
from
remember
an
item
of
information
reasonable to expect a human to
from another display. While
one display and combine it with information
human to do

this is a task that can be done, it is a task that forces a

something a computer can do far better.
the
Well-designed interactions provide directions appropriate to
interacneeds of the -user at the moment they are needed. Well-designed
in a search
tions also keep track of information acquired by the user (e.g.,
of
ghat
information.
For
exrwle,
procedure) and permit easy recovery
should be- able to
search
operation,
the
user
after completing a complex
without
make a minor change in specifications and start a new search
of
specifications.
having to retype the full set
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The Fallacy of Human Patience
Time is probably the most frequently overlooked incidental factor in
system performance. Designs that ignore the effect of delays in system
"response on user acceptance or performance are implicitly a§suming that
such effects do not exist. Rest assured, they do. Short delaysfor example,
when a user types a& letter and nothing appears immediately on the
displaycan convince the user that the system has not seen an input.
Delays as short as a quarter-second can lead users to make repeated inputs.

The repeated input leads in turn to errors (a double letter where a single
letter was intended) or to wasted resources (two requests for recovery of data

when only one was desired). Longer delays can lead to user frustration.
Most frustrating of all are delays of random durationn. One moment
the user receives almost instantaneous service and the next moment the
user must wait for what seems to be an eternity. Variable delays are
generally the result of variations in load. Instant response is available
when a single user is present, but delays become noticeable as more users
attempt simultaneous use of system resources. In a well-designed system,
loading effects should not be perceptible for rapid sequential operations
(such as typing the separate letters of a name) and should be minimal for
major operations (% such as the delay between initiating a title search and
first seeing the results of that search). Response time for rapid sequential
operations should always be shorter than the time it would take a touchtypist to repeat a missed key (about 0.1 to 0.2 seconds). Response time ( time

elapsed to the beginning of responses) for more rengthy instructions

should be a small fraction of the time taken to specify the operation,
and
should never exceed about three seconds. Note that it is only necessary that
the response begin within that time.

The Fallacy of Human Homogeneity
Finally, the battle may not be won even if a system provides excellent
interactive prompting for a naïve user. The needs of a new user are rarely
the same as the needs of an experienced user. Interactive
prompts that are a
necessity for a new user may be a frustrating waste of time for an experienced worker who is using the terminal extensively. As a further compli-

cation, the type of display device in a terminal may affect people's
acceptance of instructions which are superfluous to their needs. The
rejatively slow output rate of a printing terminal, for example, can be
particularly exasperatink if most of the printing consists of instructions

the user does not need. The same instructions on a video display might be
perfectly acceptable since the rapid rate of display would outweigh the fact
that some of the instructions were superfluous.
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Figure 3. User capabilities usually change with time and experience.

Design of human-machine interactions must, in short, take into constep),
sideration the needs of the novice user (who will require aid at every
prompting), and
user(who
will
need
minimal
the experienced occasional
the experienced user with a substantial workload (who will be mostly
getting the job
interested in rapid response and minimal hindrance in
telescoped in time for
of
experience
are
frequently
done). These three levels
terminal as a novice and stands up
a given individual who sits down at a
accomplished
user. The well-designed system
(several hours later) as an
by an appropriate m;xall
of
these
levels
of
expertise
must accommodate
and careful human
paths,
self-selected
"help"
sequences,
ture of optional
minimize idiosynmust,
above
all,
engineering. The human engineering
cratic forms of interactions that simplify the work of a computer programmer at the expense of the convenience of users.
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Conclusion

1,

This paper has concentrated on viewpoints rather than details of

technique for two reasons. First, the physical design of systems is rapidly
changing as new components become available. For example, a few years
ago it would have been reasonable to list the advantages and disadvantages
of making the application characteristics of a particular system hardware
`resident rather than software-resident (e.g.,_a keyboard designed for
a
specific application v. a general keyboard with software prompts).
Changes in types of memory and display devices available are now blurring such distinctions. In general, specific suggestions about system configurations simply do not "age" well in times. of rapid technological
change.
..
Second, our experience has shown that the real source of problems in
most design efforts has been failure to identify--clearly the goals-and
procedures that define the system. In the absence of clear goals, computer-,
design specialists must substitute their own View of what is intended or
neccled. To the extent that these specialists have specific experience in the
practical problems of a given application, their views may lead to successful designs. To the extent that these specialists rely on the fallacies described here. the designs may be draniatically unsuccessful. As in any

Figure 4 System designers can rarely predicrall of the problems likely

a given application.

I
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these
change in work procedures, there is a need for direct, active input by
the
of
the
task
environment;
When
who have experienced the reality
investments
in
time
and
money
of
the
change in work procedures requires
magnitude demanded by selection or development of computer systems,
that need becomes crucial.
easily
The fallacies of system design.described here can be averted most
between
design
specialists
and
those
by continual, careful cooperation
with
the
ultimate
application
of
the
system.
who are thoroughly familiar
More than in any other form of computer system design, systems that

provide interactive terminals for occasional use by minimally trained
persons demand careful design to insure that enpected performance occurs
under realistic conditions. Systems that make unrealistic demands on user
training, memory, or ability will not.be truly successful even though they
may function umler ideal conditions.
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Determining the Number of Terminals
Required for an On-Line Catalog through
Queueing Analysis of Catalog Traffic Data
Introduction
Many libraries are in the process of closing their card catalogs and replac-

ing them with microform or on-line catalogs. This change in catalog
forniat in turn requires several important changes in catalog generation
and support: (I) all cataloging data must be recorded in machine-readable
form; (2) different equipment must be used, e.g., terminals are needed
instead of typewriters, and microform readers or computer terminals are
needed instead of card catalog cabinets; (3) the sorting sequence must
change from a manual filing-rules sequence to a machine-generated sorting sequence; (4) staff must be trained both in the procedtires to create
machine-readable records and in the use of the catalog format; and (5)
patrons must be taught to use the new catalog format.
It is the change in equipment needed in libraries that is dealt with in
this paper, specifically, determining the number of terminals required for
an on-line catalog. The change in catalog access equipment, from card
catalog cabinets to microform readers or computer terminals, means a
major' change in the method of access to the contents of the catalOg.
Currently, only one complete card catalog set is needed for normal catalog
traffic in any one 'location. Since the card file is divided ;nto many discrete

access units (file drawers), patrons rarely have to wait for access to the
desired section of the catalog, even at peak periods. With microform
readers and terminals, however, the entire catalog is available through one
single equipment item, and access is such.that only one person at a time
can enter the catalog through that piece of equipment. Therefore, multiple
microform copies of the catalog or multiple terminals are required to serve
multiple users.
20
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To house the new catalog format, large equipment purchases are

major manlikely to be necessary. Thus, budgeting and planning become
agement concerns. Sufficient equipthent must be purchased to assure
prompt user access, even during peak use periods. Yet, expensive terminals
and readers should not sit idle for long intervals during slow use periods.
Background of the Study
In assessing equipment needs for the conversion loan on-line catalog,
the Dallas Public Library initiated a study of current catalog use, with
plans to incorporate the findings from the investigation into its design and
planning process. This investigation was limited by the available data.
The data collected on current card catalog use were.analyzed and used to
project equipment requirements for an on-line catalog. Usage levels and
patterns for the new catalog were assumed identical to those of the present
card-catalog. While there will be significant 'changes in both_level and
patterns of catalog use with the implementation of an on-line catalog,
until such changes can be quantified there is no way to incorporate them
into the study.
Dallas Public Library is a large metropolitan library-system with a
.
central library and seventeen branches (plus an eighteenth under construction), with an annual circulation of 4 million items, and with holdings of
2.5 million volumes. The. library has been automating its services, in
system will
stages, since 1971. When completed, the total automated
include: an on-line, optical character recognition (OCR)-based circulation
system that will post circulation status information to the on-line catalog;
film-booking
a library materials acquisition at d accounting system; and a
developmer.t
and
equipment
support
has
been done
system. All program
Services
Department.
As
of
early
1980,
by the City of Dallas Data
operational
with
an
on-line
delinquent
automated circulation s},slem is
patron file, an on-1 ine qrcu lat ion statistics subsystem, and a batch transacpretion card check-out, check-in system. Much of the circulation system
since
1973.
The
on-line
catalog
has
been
sently in use has been operational
operational and publicly accessible with partial holdings since February
1978..The catalog contains fixed-length, non-MARC records of all central
library monographic holdings, plus branch library holdings added since
is
February 1978. Retrospective conversion of branch library holdings
expected to be complete in 1982.

The on-line catalog was made available to all library agencies in
February 1978 through the circulation system terminals located behind
circulation desks in all branches and the central library. When initially
implemented, the on-line catalog could be searched by author, title,
c.
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author/title combination, or call number (Dewey Decimal system). In late

1979, a subject search based on Library of Congress Classification
subject
headings was added. Starting in mid-1978, additional CRT
terminals were
provided in public service area to be exclusively used for
access to the
on-line catalog. By early 1980, every Dallas Public Library branch had
at
least two terminals, one i robe public gervice a rea and one in the workroom
for retrospective cenversion of holdings. Additional terminals for public

service usage yin be added throughout the 1980/81 and 1981/82
fiscal
years.

The next major project will be completion of the circulation system,
upgrading it to a full on-line system with a patron database and links
to the
on-line catalog, so that circulation status information can be posted
to
catalog records. The first stage in design of the acquisitions
system has
been completed, but no programming has yet been done on that system.
The filln,booking systeni will be the last projeci to be completed.
The'
central library will moot- to a new, much larger downtown facility
in 1982,
and the on-line catalog and circulation system will be operational when
the new building opens.'
--)
Strategy of the Study
1.

Early in the planning stages for the automated systems, the need for a
fairly precise estimate Of equipment requirements became

apparent. Me
investigatioa-wai initiated by soliciting opinions from the public service
librarians in the branch libraries and the central library. Their opinions

showed great variance, so a scientific approach was sought.
Aware that other libraries had already made theconversion to microform and on-line catalogs, the study team decided to survey other libraries
to learn the means used to determine the number of pieces of equipment

required. We were not able

,

identify other public libriifits that had

already converted to on-line catalogs, so the survey was restricted to public
libraries which had converted to microform catalogs. Because microform

ar d on-line catalogs both require one station per concurrent
user, we
assumed that the quantity of equipment required for each would be the
same. We were aware that there are qualitative differences between
microform and on-line catalogs, but no data were available to indicate the effect
that these differences would have on the number of stations required. We

chose to make the assumption of equality, unless some useful data fctr
distinguishing between microform abd on-line equipment needs ,were
later discovered.
For the purposes of a mail survey, lists of microform catalog

users were

obtained from microform catalog vendors. The survey was restricted to
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icroform catalogs. The results of the unpublished
public libraries wit
survey were inconclusiv or the purpose of obtaining quantitative data on
how the number of micro orm readers was determined. Libraries generally
said the number was,det mined by "guesstimate," or by."buying as many
a lable." One library stated, "the more we
as we could with the mo
buy, the more they get used." The ly quantitative formula given was one
brief review of the project
from a study done by Butler, West a d Avene .2 A
hika 3
and formula are given by Aveney an
As neither the informal internal survey n it the mail survey provided
the needed data, the Dallas Public Library decided to do its own study. The
study was based on card catalog usage systemwide, sampling both traffic at
the catalogs and the duration of the search time at the catalogs. The library

hop4 to gather enough data to determine the number of terminals

requGed both to maximize equipment usage and to minimize patron
waiting time.

It was not practical to doa detailed iraffic study at each of the library's
catalogs. The Dallas Public Library has a large number of card catalogs.
The central library has a union catalog for the library system, plus individual catalogs lot each of four subject divisions. Each of the seventeen
branches has,at least one card catalog (combined adult and youth holdings); most have separate catalogs for adult and youth materials. Therefore, representative catalogs were chosen foi the study, based on collection
size and rate of circulation. The main union catalog was included in the
study as it is unique in the system, and one of the four subject division
catalogs was selected to represent those four catalogs. Blanches were
divided, by holdings and circulation, into three classes: large, medium and
small. Two branches were selected from each of the three classes. The
following catalogs were chosen for study:

Central Library:
Central library main catalog: This is the union catalog for the Dallas
Public Library system.
History and Social Sciences catalog: This catalog contains records for
the 109,000 volumes held by this division of the central library.
Large Branches:
Audel la Road Branch catalogs. This branch holds 84,250 volumes and
has an annual circulation of 345,000 items.
I -Park Forest Branch catalogs: This branch holds 71,000 volumes and
has an annual circulation of 304,750 items.
Medium Branches:
Lakewood Branch catalogs: This branch holds 65,200 volumes and
has an annual circulation of 247,750 items.
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Hampton-Illinois Branch catalogs: This branch holds 66,000 volumes
and has an annual circulation of 240,750. items.
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Small Branches:
holds 65,900 volumes
Lancaster-Kiest Branch catalogs: This branch
of
70,630
items.
and-has an annual circulation
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Oak lawn Branch catalogs: This branch holds
29,500 volumes and
has an annual circulation of 97,000 items.

The data were collected during one week in May 1978. Two different
types
of datatraffic at the catalog and duration of search
timewere
tracked
on
two different sets of data collection forms (see figs. I and
2).
Traffic at the catalog. Records were kept of how many people
used the
catalog, by 15-minute periods of the day. Data
were
collected
for
"one
day"
during the week: a full morning, full afternoon,
and full evening wore
covered during the week, although not all fell
on the same day. One
complete Saturday also was covered. Breaking up the day this way
was
necessary, as only the central library is actually open morning,
afternoon

and evening on a dingle day. Central library

hours are 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Monday through Friday, and 9 A.M.-6 P.M. Saturday.
Branches are open
10 A.M.-6 P.M. some weekdays and 12 P.M.-9
P.M.
on others, plus 10
A.M.-6 P.m. on Saturday. Breaking up the day in
segments also simplified
the scheduling of personnel to do the data collection.
Duration of search-time. Three periods of the day
were selected for this
part of the study: 10 A.M.-11 A.M. (slow period), 310 P.M.-5:30
P.M. (peak
period), and 7 P.M.-8 P.M. (peak period). During these
three time periods,
each person going to the catalog was docked in and clocked
out. This was
done by jotting down brief descriptive notes about the
person on the data
collection form to keep track of all individuals using the catalog.
The data from each study were further subdivided by
patron and staff
usage at the central library (both the main catalog and the
History and
Social Sciences catalog) and by adult and youth catalog
usage at thebranch
libraries. The latter subdivision was necessary as some of the branches
have
separate catalogs for adult and youth holdings. The division
was made by
catalog, rather than by individual; that is, a patron. at the youth catalog
was
considered "youth" regardless of the person's age. The division
by
patron
and staff was at the request of the central library staff,
and was kept for its
own usage. Because the total data collection was small for staff
and youth,
those data were not aggregated. Day of the week, time of
day, and location
distinctions were made in the final data analysis.
.
Data collection was done both by Dallas Public Library
staff and by
library volunteers. A total of o'Ver 200 individuals
were involved in the data
collection. Library volunteers were very cooperative and
some helped in
different agencies from those in which they normally
volunteered. We
emphasized the fact that data would be extrapolated
to represent the entire
Dallas Public Library

system, so that assistance given at any agency would
benefit other agencies within the library system.
The data were manually tabulated by the library staff,
showing patterns of usage and averages by time of day. Some correction
to the data on
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number of staff inquiries was made far the central main card catalog, based
on usage of the op-line catalog terminal. At the time of thg study, that was

the only location that provided readily-available access to the on-line
catalog. No similar corrections were made in the branch library data
_
collection.
The original intent of the study was to do further data analysis using
queueing theory. It was found that the data manipulation required was too
complex to perform manually, and that City of Dallas computer time was
collection
not readily available for the task. Copies of all of the raw data
Neal
Kaske
of
the
OCLC,
Inc.,
Research
. sheets, therefore, were provided to
algoanalysis
by
computer,
using
queueing
Department in June 1979 for
OCLC.
follows
is
a
result
of
the
work
done
at
rithms. The analysis which

Data Analysis
The OCLC Research Department used a multiserver queueing model
to analyze the data collected by the Dallas Public Library. This model
assumes a common stream of patron traffic, a finite number of identical
all servers are
servers (terminals or readers), a common waiting line when
busy, and a "first-in, first-out" selection from the waiting line. The particular multiserver model used was adapted from a model documented in the
IBM publication, Analysis of Some Queueing Models in Real-Time Systems! A graphic representation of this multiserver queue is shown in
figure 3.

SERVERS
Ti

oSERVERS

PATRONS STREAM

il

p

T2

COMMON WAITING
LINE
Tn

Figure 3, Model of Multiserver Queue
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The first step of -data analysis was to convert the tallies from the
"Duration of Search Time" forms (fig. 2) to machine- readable format.
Only complete data records (containing both a starting and ending
time)
were converted. Computer programs were then written to process these
records and calculate the followinevalues:
mean service time (T,)
mean interarrival time (T,)
traffic intensity (Ti)
Traffic intensity is defined as
Tt

= Ts

T
and represents the amount of system capacity in demand at
any given time.
The records were processed in sets by location, date and time of day.
Then,
a traffic intensity (Ti) value was calculated for each set.
Once traffic intensity was calculated, the data were tested to determine
if they fit a Poisson distribution. If the data did fit the Poisson
distribution
(which they did when analyzed by hour blocks of catalog use),

standard
queueing formulas could be used to calculate the mean waiting line and
time for a given number of servers at low, average anc: peak catalog
use.
Tables I and 2 repjt traffic intensity values and traffic parameters
for these
three levels of catalog use. The parameters computed were: (1) the probability that a patron will find a reader/terminal idle; (2) the
mean length of
the line of patrons waiting to use a reader/terminal; and (3) the
mean time

a patron will need to wait in line for a reader/terminal. Each of the

parameters was calculated for one to eight servers for the catalog.
To make the data useful for Dallas Public Library management, a set
of decision rules was established for use with the data. The decision rules
were: (I) the patron must find a terminal/reader available 90 percent of the
time; (2) there must be no waiting line for a terminal (on average less than
one patron in line at any given time); and (3.) the patron must wait in line
thirty seconds or less. The effects of thesedecision rules are shown in table S.

To enhance the usefulness of the data for library management, a
sensitivity analysis was conducted. The sensitivity analysis provided
a
range of values for the measure of congestion (traffic intensity). For the
analysis, the derived values for traffic intensity were doubled and
halved,
and the same three decision rules were applied to the values. The results
for
doubled Ad halved values are shown in tables 4 and 5, respectively.
The
probleM of determining the number of terminals required is thus bounded.
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TABLE 1
TRAFFIC INTENSITY VALUES AND TRAFFIC PARAMETERS-CENTRAL LIBRARY
Number of Servers

Central Library

History and Social Sciences
Peak

Low

Average

Main Catalog
Peak

Aldy If178

Traffic
Intensity

6

1.03

Date

Time

10.0041:00 A.M.

3:305:30 P.m.

9

.

0.08

3:305:30 P.M

6

P
1.

i

W

i

P

W

0.92
0.10
1.38

P

0.66

I.

1.37

W

10,48

i

L
0.34

(N=43)

I

3.35

P
1.

W

Low

Average

10 00-11 00

A.1,4

6

105

I

(N.=I82)

2 17

3

4

3

6

7

0.65
2.26
13.55

0.89

0.98
0.05
0.29

1.00
0 01
0.04

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.31
2.01

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

000

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.91
0.10
0.74

0.99

1.00
0.00
0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

i
i

i

0.33
6.63

0.94

0.37

0II

i

12.81

0.67
131
2.53

085

i

0.72

0.22

0.98
0.03
0.06

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

000

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.92
0.14

0.97
0.03
0.07

0.99

1.00

0.01

0.00

0.02

000

003

0.01
0.04

s

P

061

1.

1.20

W

3.52

.

P

I

1.

1

W

t

0.00

.0.89
0.18
0.52

0.98
0 03
0.08

0.17
3.00
6.51

0.78
0.58
1.25

1374the probability that a patron will find a reader/terminal idle
L=the mean length of the line of patrons waiting to use a reader/terminal
W=the mean time (in fractional minutes) a patron will need to wait in line for a reader/terminal
i=infinite
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TABLE 2
TRAFFIC INTENSITY VALUES AND TRAFFIC PARAMETERS-BRANCH
LIBRARIES
Branch Libraries

Tune

Date

Traffic

May 1978

Inttnsity

Number of Seivers

2

1

1

5

6

7

8

0.98
0.02
0.03

0.99

ucktia Road
Peak

Low

Average

3;30.5:30 r.t.t.

8

10.00-11.00 A.M.

2.67

8

0.11

0,4=2111

1.78

P

i

1.

i

W

i
i

0.20
9.75

t

i

14.19

0.99

P,

0.56

1.

1.73

W

8.41

0.90
0.14
0,70

P

i

0.16

1.

I

W

i

10 91
17.88

ark Forest
Peak

Low

Ahetage

3:30-5:30 r.ta.

10130-11.00 A ht.

11

1.45

13

0.38

1N=2150

091

P

I.

1.

i

11'

s

P

0.62

1.

QM

W

-1.95

P

Low

Average

10:00.11.00 A M

10.00-11 00 A M.

11s1=16.31

13

1 31

10

0.53

'

1.10

0.81
0.28
0.12

0.91

1.16
1.73

1.00
0.00
0.00

1.00

-0.00
0.00

1.00
0.00

0.00

0.63
0.87

0.87

0.96

0.99

1.00

0.17

1.00

0.01

0.01

0.00

1.12

0.27

0.06

0.01

000

0.00
0.00

0 01

0 05

0.08
0.11

0.01
0.01

1.00

1.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

,

0.39
2,51
4.02

0.77
0.35

035

0.93
0.06
0.10

0.93
0 05
0.15

0.99
0,00

1.00

1.00

000

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.01

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.98

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.01

0.00

0.02

000

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.06
28 36

0.6.1

0.91

1.

0.98

1.00

0 63

1.00

0.01

000

1.00

55 17

1.23

0 08
0.15

1.00

W

0.02

0.00

0.00
0.00

000
000

0.00

0.81

0.99

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.01
0.01

0.00

0.00

11--nmon11hnois
Peak

061

000

P

s

0 18

1.

t

1.81

W

0 27

i

0.95
0 05

3.45

031

009

000

000

0.00
0.00

086

1.

0 17
2 63

0 22

1.00
0.00

1.00

1.00

W

0.98
0.02

096

0.00

11,10

008

0.00

000

1.00
0.00

001

0.00

000

000

'0 00

P

i

0.88

1.

0.1.5

1.00

i

0.99
0.00

1.00

W

2.15

0.32

0.97
0.02
0 05

1.00

s

0.61
1.02

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0,00

P

nA

0.01

1.00

t

0.79

14aricasterKiest
4

9

7:004100 p.m.

Aerage

Oak(awn
Peak

1.0w

Aeragr

13

10:00.11.00 A.m.

3:30.5:30 p.m.

7:00.8 00 p.m.

(N=71)

,

13

1.00

4.00

1.00

1.00

100

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00
0,00

0.00
0.00

1.00
0.00
0.00

0.90

0.97

0.99

1.00

1.00

029

0.06

0.01

0,00

0.00

6.70

126

0,25

0.05

0.01

000

0.95
0.05
0.24

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

1.00
0.00

0 01

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.98
0 03
0.16

1.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
0.00
0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00
0.00

1.00

1 00

1.00

0.00

- 000

0.00
0.00

0.01

W

0.48

0.03

P

0.21

9.13
27.29

0.72
0.55
141

0.91
0.06
0.18

0.99

1.

0.01

1.00
0.00

0.02

i

0.27

0.69

i

14.01

1.56

i 60.05

0.0C

P

0.69

1.

0.71

W

3.69

P

0.43

1.

1.10

0.81
0.31

W

22.55
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P

0.62
1.08
3.20

0.91
0.11

11'

0.03
98:12
291.72

0.39

0.98
0 02
0 05

0 01

0.00
0.00

1'
1.

0.88
0 15

099
000

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

000_ 0.00

0.00

W

1.51

0.01

0.00

000

000

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

P

'0.39

0.91

0.99

1.00

1.00

100

I.

1.52
8 08

0 12
0.63

0 01
0.01

0.00
0.00

000

0,00

i 00

0.00

000

1.00
0.00
0.00

097

.

9

.0.00

0.99

0.57

.4N7)

0.01

0.91
0.11

I.

0.31

0.01

0.58
1.36
6.03

P

i

W

Low

1.00

0.00
0.00

0.09
0.20

P

1.63

1.00

0.93

0.51
1.13

i

I,

(N=145)

As sage

Peak

0.42

9

1.00

0.00

0.76

I.

W
10;00.11:00 A.M.

0.98
0.02

0.38
3.78
8.34

i

P

1,17

13

10:0011:00A.m.

Peak

0 12

0.11

W

1.00
0,01

0.00

000

1.00

6 01

P=the pvGbability that a patron will find a reader/temtinal idle
L=the mean length of the line of p,attons waiting to use a readerrtenninal
reader terminal
W=the mean time (in fractional minutes) a patron will need to wait to line for a
i=infinite
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TABLE 3
DECISION TABLE SHOWING EFFECTS OF DECISION RULES
Number of Servers Needed

To assure patron will find a
terrninallreader free 90%

of the time
Peak

To assure fewer than one user

in line at any given time

Average

Peak

6

5

4

3

5
3

3

To assure users watt In line
Yrminute or less

Average

Peak

Average

3

2

.r
4

4

3

2

4

3
3

2
2

5
3

2

Large Branches

Aeidelia Road
Part: Forest
Medium Branches

s

3

IfamptooIllinois
Lakewood

4

Small Branches

Lancaster-Riese
Oaklawn
Central Library

Main Catalog
History k Social Sciences

.1

4

3

3

4

2

3

5
2

6

4

3

6

2

5

-I

3

7
4
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TABLE 41

a

DECISION TABLE FOR TRAFFIC INTENSITY DOUBLED
Number of Servers Needed

To assure patron will find a
terminal/reader free 90%

'To assure fewer than one user

in line at any given time

of the time

Large Branches

Mukha Road
Park Forest
" Medium, Branches

liatapumIllinnis
Lakewood
Small Branches

LancasterKiest
Oaklawn
rs
Central Library
Main Catalog
History & Social Sciences

%-minute or less.

Peak

Average

Peak

Average

Peak

Average

7

7

6

5

3

5
2

8
5

6

10

6

5

4

5

5

6

4

4
5

a

6

7

4

6

3

7

1,

5,

3

-.4

2

5

3

11

8

'
.

To assure users wait in line

11

8

r,

3

3"

.

9

7

4

2

4

,
6

TABLE 5
DECISION TABLE FOR TRAFFIC INTENSITY REDUCED

BY HALF

Number of Sewers-Needed

To assure patron will find
terminal /reader free 90%

of the time
Peak

Average

a

To assure fewer than one user

in line at any given time
Peak

Average

3

Peak

Average

2

1

2

3

3

2

3

-3

Large.Branches

Audelia Road
Park riorest

4
3

3
3

Medium Branches

11arnittonIlIiimis
Lakewood

3
3

Small Branches

Lancaster-Kist
Oaklayor
Central Library
Slain Catalog
History & Social Sciences

3

5
5
3

3

2
2

2

2

To assure users wait in line
li-minute or less

2

2

3

9

3

9

2

4

3

9

2
9

5

3"

j

2

2
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Summary
The data collected for this study represented actual' usage levels and
patterns for specific agencies of the Dallas Public Library system. The data
analysis determined how many terminals were required to support the
same levels and patterns of usage for the on-line catalog that were evident
for the card catalog. There are two limitations, to this study:
I. The results of the data analysis are specifically applicable to the Dallas
Public Library; a direct extrapolation of the data to other libraries,
based on figures-such as circulation, traffic, and holdings, may not be
legitimate.
2. The usage of an on-line catalog will not be the same as the usage of a
card catalog. On-line catalogs are not limited to all terminals being in
one location, in the manner that all drawers of a card catalog must be in
one location. Therefore, terminals may be scattered throughout the
library, or in other buildings. More or less time per search may be
required for the catalog with an on-line terminal. The card catalog
(with the exception of the central' library main catalog) contains records
only for the library agency in which it is located; the on-line catalog,
however, will be a union catalog for the library system, which will affect
usage patterns. If printers are available for the terminals, users will print
out the desired records rather than spending time at the catalog copying
them. These changes in usage patterns are only the ones that are now
anticipated, and it is expected that other changes will occur.
While the limitations to the study are significant, it is still a quantitative step forward. The early investigations showed that libraries have been
guessing at thrtamount of equipment needed, without having any quantitative figures to support their guesses. The figures for terminal requirements obtained from this study provide a starting point for equipment
purchase. Adjustments can be made from this point based on actual usage
The data obtained from the study show that in most cases, fewer terminals
are required than were originally thought. In one case, there may be as
many as five fewer terminals required to meet peak usage than the Dallas
Public Library staff had originally estimated.
The Dallas Public Library is using this study to support the budget
request for terminals in support of the on-line catalog. The library considers the results to be useful management information, and planning decisions will be made accordingly.
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Guelph, Ontario

Public Access at the
University of Guelph Library
Introdu:tion
The University of Guelph is one of fifteen provincially assisted universities
in Ontario. Guelph is a medium-sized institution with 10,000 students

(1000 of whom are graduate), approximately sixty miles northwest of
Toronto. Although it received its charter in 1964, the university was based
on the integration of three existing agricultural and veterinary colleges
which date to the middle of the last century.
This changed university status and the formation °flour new colleges
led to the need for immediate. acquisition of thousands of monographs,

documents and serials. Automated cataloging systems were seen as the only

solution to die organization, access and processing problems which

resulted. By 1967 the University of Guelph Library staff had designed and
implemented separate automated systems for the cataloging and processing of govern nt publications, monographs and serials, and a retrospecof the original college catalogs was completed by 1968.
tive conversi
The ce al library building on the Guelph campus, the McLaughlin
Library, which opened in 196e, now houses 1.5 million volumes in V0,0(19

square feet. One of the design criteria for the building was automated
circulation control, so thtit automated circulation became an important

subset of the Guelph cataloging system, extracting necessary data elements
from the Guelph master. file of bibliographic records.

Previous Batch Circulation System
This basic circulation system, using punched book cards and patron
badges, served Guelph reasonably well from 1968 until 1976; circulation
37
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transaction lists were printed daily, and overdue and fine notices, error and
edit checklists, and management reports were produced as required. A
simple system to handle reserve book circulation was added in 1973.
The
data collection terminals were changed in 1972 from IBM 1030s to Colorado Instruments (later Mohawk) C-DEKs, but the original concept of the
system was not altered.

Reasons for the Change From Off-line to On-line Sistem
By 1976 the pressure on the library was considerably greater with
10,000 students than it had been when the building opened for 3000
students in 1968. For instance, in 1976-77 some 500,000 books and documents.circulated, while in-library use was double that amount. In addition, the climate of economic restraint that influenced Ontario universities
demanded strategies that would reduce or at least hold constant the existing library positions. Knowledge of changing technology led to consideration of an on -line circulation system early in 1976, and a study was
mounted to identify specific problems or inadequacies of the existing
batch circulation system, and to specify design requirements for a new
on-line system. The following inadequacies were identified.
Mechanical breakdown. As a result of the transaction load mentioned
above, the percentage of errors present in the circulation system increased
greatly during 1975 and 1976. This was primarily due to mechanical
breakdowns in the C-DEK terminals, which were no longer being manufactured or supported by Mohawk. Each incident of terminal breakdown
increased the possibility of incorrect data being recorded.
Errors. The C-DEK terminal used a very unsophisticated method to
prevent the acceptance of incorrect data (double punch and blank column
detectioi, allowing errors to creep into the system without detection. Staff
errors also contributed to mistakes in the overdue and fine notices produced by the circulation system. creating unnecessary friction between
library staff and users. In addition, students in increasing numbers had
discovered ways to subvert the system, complicating the errors which the
breakdowns ane staff were causing.
In constrast, current technology for data collection uses bar-coded
labels, with an error potential of one in 200,000 reads. This rate can be
further "educed by a 10 percent chance of the error matching a correct
record; thus, the net theoretical error possibility is one in 2 million. It was
felt that adoption of such a system at Guelph it ould not only eliminate
errors but would also stop the subverting of the system by patrons, since the
labels are manuta%...ured in such a way that any attempt to remove them

results in thei. destruction.
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developed a
Cost and inefficiency. The library circulation staff had
in the
compensate
for
errors
present
series of checks and counter-checks to
off-line system. These checks were Very time-consuming and expensive,
staff. The cost of
and put an unnecessary load on an already overburdened
$13
500
annually.
this checking was estimated at
Another area in which inef iencies were evident was the library's
the most critical procedures performed in
holds procedure. Th.
million books
the library, requiring manna, checking of approximately 1
reshelved each year. This checking was done for the most part by student
that so many persons were
pages, and the fact that they were part-time and
for
error.
Hold
requests increased by an
involved magn'fied the chances

in the fall
average of 50 percent per year from 1972, a veraging1000 requests
and winter semesters of *975/76.'
necessity
It was concluded that an on-line system would eliminate the
in
staff
time
for this manual checking routine at a savings of over $9000 would- be
annually. In addition. another area of user dissattsfaction
be fagiliremoved, since the capture of items requested by patrons would
shelves
dr were
point, before books reached the

tated at the circulation
chargedirom the library.

increased almost 30
eserve disk. Use of the reserve book system had
in
1968,
stretching the
perce t per year from the time thelibrary opened
semi-automated
system
to
its
limits.
It
was realized
capacity of the simple
only to maintain
was
neceFsary,
not
that a more sophisticated system
provide the
efficient service to the students without adding staff, but also to
service was
to
ensure
that
the
reserve
management information necessary
of
the
teaching
program.
being responsive to the-needs
In summary, the study concluded that benefits from conversion to an
data
,on-line circulation system would occur primarily in three areas:
of staff.
reduction,
and
more
effective
use
accuracy:, human error

Design Criteria

In establishing the design criteria for an on-line circulation system.
functional
the University of Guelph Library looked beyond the basic
single
library
requirements of circulation. Weenvisaged the capability of a
compatible
units,
with
direct
system, albeit consisting of not necessarily
would
have
access by staff and users alike. We also wanted a system which
to
adequate backup procedures and be responsive, at minimum cost,
changing requirements within our own library system.
Based on the early experience with our first circulation system, we
circulation
emphasized the importance of the relationship between the
relationship
was
considsystem and the catalog. The continuance of that
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ered of primary importance, which meant that the
circulation records
should be a subset of the catalog data base in the Guelph
system.
Our previous involvement with 'a bibliographic
utility-centered sys
tern , the University of Toronto Library Automation System (UTLAS),
also
influenced the design criteria. For two years we had
participated
in
the
on-line cataloging system at UTLAS, with our catalog
records stored Ori
the central system in Toronto..We had. found ourselves locked
into an
inflexible system that responded to needs perceived to be
common
to the
group, but not necessarily meeting specific requirements of the
individual
library. Discussions of on-line circulation and acquisition
systems linked
to the central cataloging system but able to respond adequately

to local
needs and policies were not encouraged. After two
years of expensive and
frustrating experience, we returned to our in -douse
systems, determined to
remain independent for local processing and to purchase
graphic data horn utilities if and when necessary. These needed biblio
philosophical
design requirements may be expressed in greater detail.
The system must:

I. operate on an in-house minicomputer with adequate

backup procedures to ensure continuous operation;
2. provide capability for direct use by the students and faculty,
minimizing
the involvement of library staff in routine inquiry procedures;
3. provide capability for on-line catalog inquiry as part of the
circulation
system;

,

4. be able to interface with other components of the library
system, providing an integrated and responsive total library operation;
and
5. provide capability for linking with on-line circulation systems and/or
catalogs operating in other Ontario university libraries.
These file requirements were most influential in making
selection of an appropriate system, since no existing on-line the final
circulation
system seemed to encompass either the philosophy or power which
the
Guelph requirements demanded. Essential would be a minicomputer
capable of sorting and processing all Guelph files of
machine-readable
records, irrespective of record format or file siA\ In 1977 the Guelph library
files included:

monographs, including audiovisual materials (films, tapes, etc.) cataloged
in a MARC-compatible format-400,000 records;
government publications coded using the Guelph Documentation System,
which assigns each document a unique,jurisdiction-based document
number-270.000 records;
maps coded in a locally designed system with a geographic
map number-50,000 records;
serials which do not circulate but which are wanted for display it any
.
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catalog inquiry system. Guelph serials are classified by the Library of
Congress system, and individual issue holdings would need to be

displayed for inqUiry and management information purposes10,000 records.

In addition, capability for storing MARC files on-line was considered a
requirement for both cataloging and acquisitions functions, and assumed
a high priority.
With all design criteria included in a specification document, we

received tenders from a variety of vendors. We chose a joint development
proposal from a Canadian company, GEAC, because it most closely met
our design criteria and would allow us to implement our system philosophy. We felt strongly that a system designed with the involvement of
Guelph library staff would allow modifications and changes by that staff
with relatively little difficulty, particularly since minicomputer technology was involve'. We also felt that without an integrated on-line system,
we could not make the anticipated staff reductions without reducing direct
services to the user.
System Design

File Design

Although an efficient on-line circulation system was the primary

objectiveof thedesign phase, the need for coordination with the cataloging
acquisition, serials, and documents systems was an essential aspect of the
Guelph design philosophy. For this reason, the design phase began with a
study of file structures in bibliographic processing systems in use elsewhere in North America or Europe. Without hindering the circulation
function, we hoped to be able to provide integrated access to all the Guelph
records in their varying formats, without the necessity of actual conversion
..
to a common record structure.
This objective was met by adopting a method for structuring the files
for internal processing similar to that of the DOBIS system, implemented
at Dortmund, West Germany, in 1976. This concept disperses the various
data elements of each record to different files, and links them with keys,
pointers and/or indexes. Thus, personal names from the monograph file,
which has a MARC-like structure, are held in the same file as personal
names from the. Guelph document file, with its simple documentation

structure When displayed on the terminal, names from both files are

shown together. If a user or staff member wants to see a complete record, a
simple instruction pugs the record together. The call number or document
number related to a name (or title, or other data element) reveals to the user

whether he is looking at a record for .a monograph, document, etc. It
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should be apparent that an authority system is inherent in the system,
precluding the expensive necessity of creating and maintaining a separate
one.

Public Inquiry
The second key criterion in the systein design was that of public

inquiry or use of the system. University of Guelph Library experience with
retrieval systems such as CAN/OLE (Canadian On-Line Enquiry),
Lockheed and SDC (System Development Corp.) had indicated that the staff's
role as intermediaries was a necessary part of the service. It
was agreed that
a circulation system which depended on library staff to interpret or assist in
access to the Guelph data bases for monographs, serials, documents, and
maps, or to files of circulation and reserve system transaction information,

would not be appropriate an environment of financial restraint.
The inquiry module of the circulation system was designed, therefore,
with self-instructing display screens which lead naturally or sequentially
from one command, instruction or question to another. Each set of functions is displayed as a "menu" from which the user selects the key desired.
After locating a wanted title (book or document), the user can move to
another set of functions which allows him to determine the location, status

and/or loan period for the book, and to place a hold on it if it is in
circulation. He may also inquire about his own borrowing record
whether he has books out, when they are due, amount of fines (if any

owing), etc.
If the student or faculty member becomes confused at any point in his
use of the inquiry termindlr, a sirilpleaction returns him to the first "menu"
or display, which begins the step-by-step instructions again. The actual
user functions are described in more detail later.
Operating System
The GEAC 8000 operating system facilitates the processing of bibliographic information by allowing complete variability of field and record
structures.: All fields in the records are bit-aligned, which means that only
that number of bits required to store a particular data element is used. This

fact, coupled with the use of advanced data compression techniques,
allows not only efficient data storage but also high,performance on the
terminals. A very rapid response, which is essential for on-line inquiry, is
possible because the volume of data transferred in a "mini" is much less
than in conventional main-frame computer systems.
Further efficiencies are achieved through the file structure, where only
as much data as are necessary to differentiate records are stored in any index
entry, The data base management system of the GEAC also contributes to
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in the system are
the essential efficiency of a public on-line system. All data
for each
wrapped
files.
The
data
defihition
stored in what GEAC defines as
technique provides an
field is stored in what is called a wrapped table. This
in
that
a
file
in
the
wrapped
state cannot be
additional level of data security
instance
as a long
used on any other computer. Data would appear in this
is technique further assists in data management in that a
string of bits.
definition simply by changing
field can be m Pied in size or changed in
ped table. The next time the file is updated, the

the tables in thlfi ld's w
u. fticomplished.
change will lza

UGLI, the GEAC processing language, is not only a language but

also

and the
has facilities within it to provide for data base management
for

application processers. There are two different operational levels, one
and perform
staff and one for patrons. The patron may query the system
the
certain functions, but cannot add data. The staff member may query
,
system and add or modify data as well as process them.
definiThe maintenance processers produce and accept tapes, provide
creates
new
tions, create and modify data, and reorganize files. The system
records but does not discard old records.
Description of User Menus

which can
Each terminal in the system offers a selection of functions
"menu." The comdisplayed
on
the
CRT
in
a
be performed. These are
indicates to the user
mand format is a numeric one, and the display itself
how to proceed with
function
from
the
menu
and
how to select a desired
each subsequent step or procedure.

System Operation, 077-80
User Reaction

The system just described became operational in September

1977, after

with twenty-six terminals,
two months of parallel testing. We began
public
use.
The
first
semester of use was a
including six available for
traumatic experience, for three reasons.
baCkup computer,
1. We operated without a fail-soft mechanism, i.e., a
of
problems.
For
example,
a major thunderand experienced a variety
supply.
Asa
result,
we
installed
a separate
storm knocked out our power
power feed.
such as refusal
2. Policies or regulations that we had built into the system,
$5 fine, proved too inflexible
to lend a book if a user owed more than a
staff
could
collect
the
money. We had to program
on weekends since no
when only student
in a series of overrides to compensate for hours
.,
assistants were on duty.
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3. We did not anticipate the enthusiastic
response to the public terminals,
as students happily abandoned the card catalog and lined
up at the six
public terminals.
In January 1978 our main computer, the GEAC

8000, arrived, and

we
ttttsferred our existing library computer, a GEAC 800 on which
we
had
impleniented the system, to the fail-soft position. We
also switched data
input for all other library systems to the new GEAC 8000,

so that the 800
was always available as a backup for circulation. This meant
that changes
could be made to the main system as development of enhancements
or new
modules continued, with no impact on the public circulation
functions.
The positive user reaction cannot be overemphasized. Aside
from
including the on-line inquiry

system in the regular library orientation
program, as well as a brochure and publicity campaign,
no special training was given. We depended on the display to instruct the
students, and
this proved quite successful. The terminals
are located near reader service
desks, so that during most hours the library is
open, staff are available if a
student is having difficulty "wanding" his badge.
Admittedly,, we had a less enthusiastic
response from many faculty
members, who were resistant to "computers" as a
.invited all faculty to come to special seminars, matter of principle. We
either individually or in
department groups, and we volunteered to go to department
meetings with
a portable terminal. The ease and simplicity of the
system soon converted
most opponents, and we have had to do few individual faculty
sessions.
Changes and Improvements
One of the first things discovered during the initial
hectic semester in
fall 1977 was that students, in particular, learned
how to manipulate the
system very quickly, and grew impatient with the
sequence. By the
beginning of the winter semester :q78, concurrentscreen
with the switch to the
GEAC 8000, we had developed "Version II" of the
system. Primarily, this
allows the knowledgeable user to page more quickly
through the menus,
going directly

to the function sought. We also added additional

"INFORM" messages, so that more than 100 informational
messages
could be received via the terminal. We improved the
filing arrangement,
changed the display of the call number, and responded
to other consistent
user suggestions for the public inquiry mode.
In addition to doubling the number of terminals
available for public
access in the library, we decentralized access in fall 1979 by linking the
GEAC 8000 to the campus Gandalf network. This
made the on-line
inquiry system available on any of the standard ASCII
terminals on campus, allowing a read-only capability of accessing the library file.
Response
to this option, which we call "remote access," has also been
enthusiastic. In
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placing of
addition, it creates many more potential services, such as remotefurther testholds or inputting purchase requests. These functions await
of adequate security
ing of the remote-access module, and the development
for remote entry to the system.

Conclusions
of almost three
Although this has been, of necessity, a brief description
of Guelph, we have
public
access
at
the
University
years' experience with
service, and the
reached many conclusions about the potential for this
in
the
next
decade.
implications for library operations
computer
Library users, particularly students, adapt very quickly to a
quite
sophisticated
terminal system and are ableto cope successfully with
science students at
user functions. In 1979 a group of fourth-year computer
catalog inquiry system
analysis
of
the
circulation
and
the university did an
addition to more termifor the library and concluded that we needed, in
increased
from
three
to
five
per screen, and title
nals, the title display
basic
key.' (The latter
keyword search strategies combined with subject as a
is completely converted to the
we plan to do after the present catalog system
on-line mode.)
increase in our orientation
We also anticipate little need for any
of functions available.
the
increased
sophistication
program, even with
menus obviously
The computerassisted instruction which the sequential
provide.
Incidentally, the
supply seems to be the best orientation we could
detailed for the
instructions on the remote-access module are presently very
few
years.
novice user. We may be able to eliminate these in a

Catalog AccessCard, COM,or On-line
format, the University of
In the current controversy over catalog variety of reasons, there is
Guelph Library has no doubt at all that, for a

complete COM/fiche catalogs
only one way to go: on-line. We have had
library
as
a
supplement
to the card catalog since
dispersed throughout the
have
some advantages, they
1973. Although they have been used and
Support for this view
card
catalog
in
their
currency.
cannot replace the
Oregon,2 which concluded
comes from a recent study at the University of
will
not
use
multiple
files, and a library cannot
that most students simply
offset this problem, or to
afford to merge the files frequently enough to
provide the immediate access of the card catalog.
dependence on the
The on-line catalog allows the user to relinquish standirdization. If
main-entry-centered card catalog, with its emphasis on
described) allows integration in one
a minicomputer system (such as that;Ormats,
then it is possible to provide
access method of records of differing

4,9
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the depth and method of bibliographic description
required for each

resource format. This is different for books, maps, serials,
documents, and
archives. Admittedly, the bibliographic utilities
are enihrining the concept of standardized, in-depth record formats for all mattrials.
run, however, this is an expensive disservice to the local In the long
library user.
Knowledge of other library holdings, now accessible
from
the
union data
base of the utilities, can be less expensively available
through
a
distributed,
network.
The on-line catalog also bypasses AAcR2 and all its related
problems.
An opportunity is now before North American libraries
to rethink the

purpose of the catalog, and to use automation to respond
to user
requirements.
Terminal NuMbers and Type
In adtt;tion to commenting on menu and screen formats,
the student
group mentioned earlier also determined the number
and
distribution
of
public terminals which, based on observation
of both card catalog and
on-line inquiry use, they felt the library should have.
estimated the need for an additional seven terminals The library staff
(see table 1). These
estimates intricate that the total number of library terminals
required for a
university of approximately 10,000 students is between
twenty- three and
thirty.
TABLE 1
NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC TERMINALS

Location

Student Estimate

Documentation center
Reserve room
Science division
Veterinary science division
Social science division
Humanities division
Card catalog (former) area

2
2
4

2

2
3

Total

Leinar, estimate
3

3
4

2
3
3

8

12

23

30

The library is also considering dedicating at least two terminals to
borrower file inquiry only. With this arrangement, stud9nts
who merely
want to know if they have books overdue do not need
to be involved with
students wanting catalog access.
The impact of the remote-access terminals, some of
which will be
located in the student residences, may well influence
the decisions about
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numbers and locations of in-library terminals. Although many more terminals are already on order, a final decision will be made beforeMay 1981,
when we remove the card catalog.
Menu Drive v. Command Operations
in terms of internal
Ie has been suggested that it is more efficient
havea
command-driven
rather
than menu -driven
computer operation to
tecnology makes
system. While this may be true in theory, minicomputer
elimithe issue unimportant. Experience with a command-driven system
of
training
sessions
and
nates it from consideration as a public tool. Cost
which
procedural manuals for staff more than offset the slight benefits
the quick
might accrue from a "more efficient" operating system. Again,
allows
the
menuresponse possible in on-line minicomputer technology
experienced
users,
to
driven system, with alternative options for new or
assistance.
operate without the necessity of library staff intervention or
On-line Access for All Systems

academic
bibliographindicated
earlier,
different
levels
of
library are tremendous. As
materials, ran all be
ic access, with different record formats for different

The potentials of on-line public inquiry or access in an

accommodated; so can "on order" information from the acquisitions
system, or periodical arrival information from the serial

check-in system.

. Library or campus information, e.g., library hours, borrowing regulabase
tions, campus activities, or exam timetables, could form another data
focal point for all
on-line,
making
the
library
the
that would be accessible
but not
information on the campusa position perhaps sought at present,
~necessarily achieved.

Summary
Leonard
In a recent article in the Journal of Academic Librmianship,
technology's
suggested that: "we are not capitalizing upon computer
improving
potential to enhance service to library users....Automation [in
been
used to
the efficiency of production of the manual card catalog] has
with
enhance technical productivity and not user access."' Experience
Library
on-line publicaccess and user inquiry at the University of Guelph
in
demonstrates a different and desirable direction for the use of computers
rules
concentration
on
catalog
formats
and
libraries, one which abandons
service to the library
of entry, and adopts as its primary objective improved
user.
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A Study of the Measurement of
User Performance
This paper reports on an attempt to measure the performance of users of
interactive information retrieval systems.' The subjects studied were end
interactive searches.
users of the information who were doing their own
The measures consist of a set of computerized diagnostic procedures apdatabase. These
plied to the sequences of commands used in querying the
the
diagnostics trigger various kinds of messages to the user. Presumably,
difficulties
frequency with which a diagnostic is triggered is an index of the
in doing a search. Although the utility to the

which the user may be having
be the best overall measure
user of the information retrieved is assumed to
the search
of search outcome, it is the manner of using the system, not
outcome, which is the focus of this report.
The studies described here were part of a larger project called Individualized Instruction for Data Access (IIDA). The goal of this project has
bibliographic
been to provide a method for allowing direct user access to
softbeen
to-develop
a
set
of
computer
searching. Thus, the attempt has
assistance to occasional users.
ware packages which can provide on-line

instruction, if
This collection of programs is also intended to provide
needed, in the commands used in searching and search strategy. When
what
originally conceived, the expected utility of IIDA lay in the area of
searches
might be referred to w, "problem-solving searches." These are
where the end user of the information does not know exactly what the
characteristics are of the desired set of references until they have actually
describe the
been found. Consequently, it is .very difficult for the user to
the IIDA
problem to an intermediary. There is no reason, however, why
the
system
for
all
kinds of
user could not and should not make use of
searches, if desired.
49
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One intended IIDA user is a working scientist or engineer who may
need access to the database only a few times a year, and consequently
is not
interested in training oriented toward those who become
professional
intermediaries. This person is assumed to be comfortable
using computers,
but not necessarily trained in their use. In addition, it is as Jraed that
this
user is a serious, well-intentioned searcher:who
is trying to use the system
to solve a problem. The IIDA software and diagnostic procedures
were
created to help remove the barriers to access for these users. Minor modifications (f the system, howtver, could 'make it available
to a much wider
audience.

DESCRIPTION OF IIDA

Physical Configuration

.--

..

A schematic of the current physical arrangement of the IIDA system
appears in figure 1. While it is now possible to package the IIDA software
in a dedicated minicomputer, the experimental versioi
of the IIDA software resided in a general-purpose, time-shared computer
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. An IIDA user at a terminal communicates
with the MIT computer which houses the IIDA software.
computer
also houses the CONIT software, developed by MarcusThis
and Reinqes,
which performs some vital functions for the IIDA softw,are.2
When actively
searching, the user is connected with DIALOG through either

TELENET
or TYMNET. The user employs the DIALOG language, and receives
standard DIALOG responses. IIDA adds additional information
and offers

its own help facilities, but does not offer an alternative to using the

DIALOG language. For the studies reported here, the database used was
Compendex, but experimental work of various kinds has also made use of

ERIC, NTIS and ONTAP ERIC. A detailed description of
the IIDA
software can be found in an IIDA report and in Toliver.3
User Introduction to IIDA
One of IIDA's design principles was to make its use as much like the
direct use of DIALOG as possible, except when the
user needs help. After
logging on, the user is offered a brief, optional introduction
to IIDA
which, if accepted. provides a summary description of the
system and of the
available I IDA services. The user is also told how to ask for help and
how to
quit at any time.

While interacting with IIDA and the database, the user does so in
either of two modes: instruction or assistance. In the assistance

mode,
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V
IIDA
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Figure 1. Schematic of IIDA physical arrangement

described later, the user begins searching, enters a series of DIALOG
commands, and receives the same responses as he would without IIDA, if
the commands are syntactically valid or do not trigger any of the diagnostic
messages. If the user is not bresiously trained or desires a refresher course,
he might begin with one of the computer-assisted training courses in the
instruction mode.

instruction Mode

The three exercises which constitute the instruction mode were

designed to provide the user with: (I) the basic information necessary to do

a search, (2) an opportunity' to test these skills in a hands-on searching

context, and (3) an opportunity to be exposed to advanced training in
search commands andstarch strategy. While the user is allowed tb begin

6
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use of IIDA at any point, and to proceed in any order, the recommended
path for the novice is to do the three instructional exercises, in order, before
going into the assistance mode.
"Canned" Search

In the first exercise, the user is introduced to the basic commands of

DIALOGBEGIN, SELECT, EXPAND, COMBINE, PAGE, TYPE,
LOGOFFthrough the medium of a "canned" search. The user is

instructed to enter the commands which are given to him (i.e., he does not
choose them; he is told, for example, to enter BEGIN 8). Then he sees a
DIALOG response to the command, and the command is then explained.
The intent is tci maximize self-discovery. All of the commands are used in
the context of an actual search, and so are used in the way they might be in a
"real" search situation. In addition to this exposure to search comrr.,nds
and search strategy, the user is also introduced to the concept of a two-cycle

search_ A two-cycle search is, basically, one in which the user creates a set of

references, and then, based on set size, browsing, or even intuition, cycles
back to refine that set.
The user at this stage is also provided an introduction to the IIDA
"help" facilities These facilities enable a user to get (I) the definitions of
search commands. (2) adv i e on current problems, (3) information about
commands given in the current search, ( 1) a list of the-sets created up to the
point at which help is requested, (5) a summary of the records viewed up to
the point at which help is requested. (6) a list of the errors made. (7)a list of
the descriptors used, and (8) instruction on how to change from the present
exercise or mode to another. A more detailed description of this and the
other instructional exercises can be found ii, an IIDA report.4
Practice Search ,,
"the second exercise is a practice search in which the novice user is
asked
try oui the use of some of the things learned in the first exercise.
The user is also introduced to goal setting in searching. in that he is asked
to set a search goal for a specific number of citations. T1,..re is no stipulation that he actually meet this goal, but sev eral of the diagnostic messages
that he might receive refer to it.
During exercise one, the computer is not connected to DIALOG. and

the search which is done always produces the same results, since the

information is stored in IIDA. During exercise two, the IIDA computer is
linked with DIALOG. and the search performed is completely under the
control of the user Normally, it is expected that. only the coMmands to
which the user has been introduced will be encountered in this exercise, but
there is no restriction on usable DIALOG commands. Similarly. IIDA
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suggests to the user some sample topics for searching in this exercise, but
the user, is free to search any desired topic. Those topics suggested to the
user are generally simple ones for which there is a relatively high probabilis
ity- that the.user will be able to cid a successful search. An early success
of-seeing
the
system
work
cot
rectly
and
desired to provide the satisfaction
productively.
Reference Walk
The third exercise in the instruction mode consists of a required look
at summary descriptions of the available advanced instructional materials

With the option for self-directed advanced training. These options are
illustrated in figures 2 and 3. The contexts of this exercise include: (1) a

review of the basic commands, (2) information about advanced commands.
(3) an introduction to text searching, (-1) further information about search
strategy, (5) database description(s), (6) informatiOn about beginning and
ending, and (7) a discussion of the IIDA facilities, As illustrated in figure2,

the user is introduced at a general level to topiCs on which considerably
more detailed information is also available. Once this introduction is
completed, users have a choice: they can either go on -to the assistance

mode, or return to do self-selected advanced training in y arious portions of
exercise three (see fig. 3).

ID

Figure 2. Reference walk in exercise three
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O

Figure 3. Szlf-selected advanced training in exercise three

Assistance Mode

In the assistance mode, the searcher performs his own search. The
purpose of IIDA in the assistance mode is to offer assistance, to enable the
user to do a search in DIALOG with.a minimum of difficulty and interruption. Besides actually doing a search in the assistance mode, the user can, at
any time, have the search and enter any of the instructional exercises, or
start the search over Although it has not in fact been tested, in pridciple the
user should be able, if-patient enough, to do a search by going directly to
the assistance mode without first using the three exercises in the instruction mode.

The three major features of the assistance mode, in addition to the
flexibility it offers the user, are: (1) the reference help library, (2) quick
- advice, and (3) the set of diagndstics which monitor searcher behavior. As
shown in figure 4. the reference help library contains all the information of
exercise three in the instruction mode, but here the user is allowed free
access to any information in the library at any level of detail selected. In
addition, IIDA will also provide quick advice. Quick advice involves
suggestions to the user on how to proceed in problem situations. In some
cases, the nature of the problem is n9ambiguous, and IIDA can reference a
particular bit of information in the help library. In other cases, the sugges'non may simply be to usci the help libtary. Once the desired information
has been obtained, the user can, signal for an automatic return to the search.
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Figure 4. Free access to the reference help library during assisted searching

The most important aspect of the assistance mode, however, is the set
of diagnostics which monitor searcher behavior and offer advice to the
user. These diagnostics consist of a set of rules,.clustered into categories,
which are used by the computer to decide which messages to send to the
user. Thus, IIDA is prix tarily a reactive systemthe diagnostics are used to
detect errors or tendencies which may lead to problems. If a diagnostic
routine detects a problem, IIDA intrudes on the user with a statement of
what the problem appears to be, and an indication of how to get advice or
reference information.

DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES

Th

Once a search begins, the user enters a series of DIALOG(cOmmands
and receives the same responses as he would without 1/DA, if the commands are syntactiCally valid. However, each command nd its DIALOG
response are intercepted by IIDA, parsed, and the comporieNs analyzed by
the diagnostic procedures, If errors are discovered, IIDA intrudes into the
communication between the user and DIALOG. In the case of a straightforward syntax error, the command is rejected (as it would be by DIALOG),
and a specific statement of the problem is given the user.
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The term error is used guardedly for other diagnostic procedures, since
the nature of the problem is not one susceptible to.algorithmic solution.

Except for syntax errors, it is not possible to be entirely certain that a given

command is "wrong." This judgment requires a knowledge of the goal
and intentions of the user within a completely closed or bounded problem
in which it is possible to specify all actions as either "right" or "wrong" on
the ba'sis of a set of well-defined rules. In this case, "wrong" and "error" are
relative, since the diagnostics operate on the basis of certain heuristic
principles."Thus, the diagnostic routines are intended to identify various
behavior patterns which might lead to, or already be, a problem. The
diagnostic messages are generally words of advice or caution to a user.
They identify a problem or potential problem, and offer the user access to
advice or instruction specific to that problem. The user is completely free
to assume he knows what is going onand to continue doing whatever
triggered the diagnostic message. Given the open and unbounded nature of

the problem involved, it may well be that the more experienced user knows
exactly what he is doing.

i
Design Principles
The IIDA diagnostic system was based on the following principles:
1

The diagnostics have no access to any information about a search other
than the search history; that is, IIDA can have no prior knowledge of
how a given search "should" be performed.
2. Hence, IIDA is reactive;'it helps a user decide how to proceed, given his
I

performance to a point. It-does not initiate directions in the sense of
telling the user how io proceed with the search.
3 Diagnostics analyze user commands and the search service's response to
them, determine problems, and point generally toward solutions.
Emphasis is on encouraging self-discovery of solutions, e.g., when an
error is detected, IIDA will suggest where advice or instruction is available, but will not force it on the user.
4. In making up the messages to be sent to the user, there was a conflict
between the desire to offer the fullest explanation of any error (or
apparent error) and the desire to avoid distracting the user by too much
verbiage The choice made was that all messages to the user reporting on
error conditions should be as short as possible. Further, they should be.
unemotional It is particularly important to avoid a conversational tone
which users might interpret as pejorative ("You are wrong"), patronizing ("Good for you"), or cute ("Well, [name of user], you seem to have
done this before"). This decision arose both from the designers' experiences with other systems which became abrasive quickly, and from the
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belief that serious users will be content with straight information and
will derive satisfaction from task accomplishment with a minimum of
"chatter."
5: Certain errors must be brought to the user's attention each time they
occur. For example, a syntactic error in formulating a command must
be corrected if the command is to be executed. Other types of errors need
he brought to the user's attention only if repeated often. This leads to the
need for thresholds, suppression and enhancement.
For some errors, a threshold may be established allowing the error to
be repeated a certain number of times before it is brought to the user's
attention. In this case, the error message is suppressed until the threshold is reached. Once the threshold is reached, the message is sent, the
index is reset. and when the new value is exceeded, a stronger or
enhanced dressage may be sent to the user.
6. IIDA diagnostics do ,not, except indirectly, assist in the selection of
appropriate search terms. Use of DIALOG's dictionary is stressed in the
instructional material. Failure to use the EXPAND command (which
searches the dictionary) may result in a diagnostic message, but IIDA
does not suggest what actual terms to use.
7. Throughout the design of IIDA diagnostics, the intent was to focus the
user's attention on the concept that a search is a structure to be designed
and executed as a whole. At the same time, the user's easy access to help
should relieve anxiety about mechanical detail by assuring him that
forgotten details can easily be retrieved.
IIDA Concept of a Search

Conventionally, a DIALOG search starts with a BEGIN command
and progresses through EXPANDs and SELECTs to one or more COMBINES, and then to TYPE or DISPLAY.5 After browsing, a user typically
goes back through one or more of the commandsEXPAND, SELECT,
COMBINEand then browses again. Each excursion through EXPAND,
SELECT, COMBINE, and TYPE, even if not all of these commands are
used, constitutes a cycle. A sequence of commands of the same type constitutes a string. A cycle, then, consists of one or more strings, each of which
consists of one or more commands of a given type. This is illustrated in
figure 5, where strings of length one, two and three are shown, and these
form two cycles. The second cycle begins when, following a TYPE com-

mand, the user reverts to SELECT. A number of the IIDA diagnostic
proceduies make use of this concept of strings and cycles.
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Figure 5. Strings and cycles in a search

Classes of Terms

The diagnostic procedures fall into the following three broad classes:
I. Syntactic. A DIALOG command may be viewed either as a simple
sentence consisting of a verb and (usually) a noun phrase, or as a
compound word. It is conventional computer science terminology to
refer to the governing structural rules as syntax, although morphology
may be more accurate, since a command lies somewhere between a
compound word and a sentence. At any rate, the first class of diagnostics
is concerned with the validity of a command, and this consideration is
entirely context-free. The guiding operational rule is that a command is
valid if and only if it would be accepted by DIALOG.
2. Individual command usage. Given a command that satisfies contextfree structural rules, there may yet be problems that range from fatal
errors (such as the use of an undefined set number in a COMBINE
command) to mere inelegance of usage (such as repeating a previous
command). The context of the analysis is limited. The diagnostics in
this class consider the most recent command in the context of the
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of
accumulated history of previous commands. In a sense,' this form
analysis is syntactic.in that it is more or less analogous to analysis of
sentence structure in natural language.
concerned
3. Command string usage...Command string diagnostics are
with a set of commands as an entity, rather than -with individual
style
commands. These diagnostics are, in effect, concerned.more with
than with mechanical exactitude.
Diagnostic Subclasses

In addition to performing diagnostic functions, the syntactic diagnostics are also an inseparable part of the IIDA command and response
interact with comparsers, which maintain the history of the search and
nonsyntactic
diagnostic
procedures
munications control software. The
urclike
rules
in a formal
are, however, implemented as a series of rules, not
of
subclasses
diagnostics
are
described
in
terms
decision table.6 Below, the
of
rules.
The
actual
statement
of the
of diagnostics which represent groups
service
the
specific
database
and
search
rules is very much dependent upon
used, while these subclasses remain fairly general.
of the
1. Syntactic. All syntactic diagnostics begin with a left-to-right scan
is
unacceptable
element
is
detected,
the
user
command text. If an
what
command
text
is
acceptable
and
at
informed of what part of the
point it becomes unacceptable. A response is made to all syntax errors.
single command in
2. Individual commands. These diagnostics consider a
the context of previous search history.
in general, repeating a
a. Repeated commands. In DIALOG searching,
is
wasted
motion.
There
are exceptions to
command with its argument
and does not
is
working
at
a
CRT
terminal
this, such as if the searcher
previous
work,
or
if
he
wishes
to itse the
have a printed record of his
COMPAGE or DISPLAY SETS commands. But to repeat a SELECT,
Further,
BINE or TYPE generally is an indication of careless work.
is a repetiHDA can recognize what we call essential repetition, which
exactly
the
tion of the logical essence of a command without it being
equivalent
to
COMsame command (e.g., COMBINE I * 2 is logically
fault is not
BINE 2 * I). A single instance of a command repetition
serious.
command-is
b. Null sets. Generally, a null set resulting from a SELECT

results from a COMBINE
an indication of poor choice of terms. If it
than
an infelicitous choice of
command, it may represent no more
Boolean expression. Null sets created with, the SELECT command

indicate that the user should take some steps,:probably thesaurus browscommand
ing, to find better terms. Nulls created with the COMBINE
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simply indicate the need for a different choice of
null set errors are assumed to be serious, and expression. Repeated
positive steps should be
taken when they occur.
c. Unused sets. Sets are "used" when they are referred to in commands
such as COMBINE or TYPE. If sets in any appreciable
numbers are
being created but never used in later commands, the
assumption is that
they are perhaps ill considered. This may be an indication
of thrashing,
i.e., the rapid change of direction of searching. IIDA
counts the number
of unused sets created in each cycle, but
comments to the user only when,
after a cycle, the number of unused sets is greater than it was
at the end of
the previouscycle, indicating a possible trend toward creating
an
increasing number of sets never used. Null sets
are not charged to the
unused set count. This is considered to be a moderately serious problem.
d. Print format. There are two types of print control
errors. The first is
use of a format that is likely to be uninformative. The
extreme case here
is a DIALOG format which gives accession numbers
only, and is of no
help to a searcher for browsing

purposes. This is an example of

problem which might not occur often, but could unnerve a user when ita
does happen.
e. Excessive printing. The second type of print control error involves
excessive printing. Novice Users .often print excessive
numbers of
records on-line because they are not used to sampling. They do
not
know ; lice of the off-line print commands, and they may be
unaware
of the costs. In addition, the experimental IIDA system
terminals opeiated at 300 baud. At this speed, economy of time
was important because
of the limited number of hours during the day when
the research studies
could be conducted. Consequently, it was necessary
to limit the number
of citations a user could print with a single command.
This limit varied
with the format used.

f. Response time. The time between a machine's
message and the

input of the next command by the user is measured. Excessive
consumption of time is, of course, expensive, and is also
ad indication of searcher
difficulty. In addition to its pedagogical value, the time
measurement
can be used to terminate a user's session if the delay is
extreme, indicating that the person has probably left the terminal but
has not logged
off. Time is not critical to search logic, but long delays inhibit
the extent
to which'a person can remember all he has done previously.
Time, in
early experimental woik, has been found a good discriminator
between
experienced and inexperienced searchers.'
3. String diagnostics. These are the diagnostics that look
at sequences of
commands.
(;
a. String and cycle length. 'Yests are made for length of a string, by
type

(1-
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of string, and for length of a cycle. lie basic assumption is that any
unusually long segment of a search might be an indication of a user
problem.
search rapidly or
b. Thrashing. This is changing the "direction" of a to see if it can
often, without pursuing any given direction far enough
diswork out. Searcher motivation for thrashing might be overly easy
such
as
getting
a
null
set
or
an
couragement'with preliminary results,
than
trying
to
extremely large set from one search. formulation; rather
different
turns
to
a
completely
modify that fnfrnulation, the user
approach. At its worst, thrashing is indicative of random, uncontrolled
behavior. It is, of course, not possible to measure "direction" precisely.
of the
It is done in somewhat arbitrary fashion by taking a measure
expressions
in
successive
COMBINE
comsimilarity of the Boolean
only within
this
is
that
thrashing
can
occur
mands. One consequence of
the similarity index, is
a string of COMBINEs. -The measure, called
of
implied
terms
common to the two
made up from the percentage
that
an
expression
is expanded by
expressions. "Implied" here means
the similarity
their
defining
terms,
and
then
replacing set numbers with
numbers.
IIDA
computes
the
number of
count is done on terra, not set
number
of
terms
in one
terms in common, divides that first by the
expression, then by the number in the other, and then takes the mean.

commands.
This gives the similarity index between any two COMBINE
problem.
A
little
bit
of
it
does
no particuThrashing is a mildly serious
trouble.
lar harm. A great deal of it indicates a searcher is in
thrashing. It is emaining
c. Dwelling. This is behavior opposite to
it
may
be
time
to give up and try another
with a search concept when
dwelling
is
defined
only within a string of
approach. As with thrashing,
dwelling, but this
index
is
used
to
recognize
COMBINEs. The similarity
COMBINE
expressions,
rather
than dissimitime it is in cases of similar
the
user.
Also
tised
is
the
concept of
lar, that an IIDA message is sent to
been asked at the
convergence or divergence. The searcher will have
search
to
state
the
search goal as a
beginning of an IIDA-mediated
of
similar
COMBINEs
shows progress
numeric step function. If a string
about
dwelling;
if
there
is progress
toward that goal, there is less concern
with
the
same
basic
watch
goal,
but
the
user
remains
away from the
dwelling.
Regardless
by
the
similarity
index,
he
is
concepts as indicated
is
of convergence or divergence, if a similar string is too long, the user
indicate
a
lack
dwelling. Dwelling can be a serious fault in that it might
'of understanding on the part of the searcher as to what a mechanical
search, performed by someone of his skill level, is capable of producing.
simply does not
Perhaps the best example is a case in which the database
dwelling does
the
subject
sought.
Excessive
have much information on
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not help much; the problem is to realize the meagerness of the
lode.
C.. Relevance. Much has bust written about the
nature of relevance, all

of which sidestepped in IIDA 7....4evance in
this context is a judgment
made by a searcher about the value of search results
to him. There is no
way to control how he thinks about the concept, and there is no diversionary teaching on the subject. IIDA does ask the searcher
to make a
relevance judgment after each printing of a record (using the command
TYPE"or DISPLAY), unless thedisplay was done using forraat 1 (which
shows only accession-number). The judgment is made
on a five-point
scale, from irrelevant to highly relevant, with "I" representing "irrelevant." Diagnostics are performed on the ay.-lage relevance figures
for a
group of records displayed with a single command, as long
as at least
three records are typed. Relevance diagnostics are not based
upon faults
or search errors, but they are used to direct the searcher's attention
to the
fact that a particular

set seems not to be fruitful, or that a previously
examined set yielded higher relevance scores. Although low

average
relevance f iglu es give no hint as to the remedy, the problem detected
is a
serious onethe searcher has come to the end of a cycle and is dissatisfied with the results according to his own definition of relevance.
If this
condition recut s repeatedly at the end of cycles, the entire approach to

the search comes into question.

TESTING
The testing of the diagnostics as a way of assessing user performance
necessarily involves the testing of users as well. There have been essentialll,
three major phase- of this testing. These consisted of the pilot
testing of the
entire system to ensure that it functioned as intended, a baseline or benchmark study conducted to establish a set of reference points for
the operation
of the diagnostics, and a training method study done to detei
mine whether
the diagnostics operate differently with people trained in differing
ways.

Pilot Testing
The pilot testing conducted with IIDA was oriented primarily
toward
the discovety of either progranuning or conceptual problems with
the
operation of the system. Among the groups working with the. system
during this early testing were undergraduate computer science

majors who
acted as users and who were challenged to find the problems.
In addition, a
number of faculty and graduate students from Drexel's School
of Library
and Information Science were inviud to review t hr; operation of
the system
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and give their advice and comments. All of the members of this latter group
regularly involved in the
were trained searchers, and some of them are
pilot
test
group
consisted of a number of
training of searchers. Another
of a
undergraduate engineering majors, who did the search training as part
feedback
of
each
of
these
course on technical writing. The experiences and
and refinements in the operauser groups resulted in successive changes
of the search
tion of the system. For example, extensive cross-comparison

kept by
transcripts from the technical writing students and the records
record-keeping
IIDA provided a check which ensured that the machine
programs did what they were programmed to do.
This kind of pilot testing is an indispensable part of the development
IIDA. Because
of any system as large and complex, and as user-oriented, as
design, the
of their closeness to the system and the problems of conceptual
material
should be
system designos ate at times not the best judges of what
the
user.
The
following
examples,,
viewed by, or Faust be explained to,
of the
which were easily corrected by revision of user instructions or
their initial
this
point
well.
Even
though
instructional material, illustrate
that would assist
classroom description of IIDA was of a computer system
required course papers, a
references
fin
use
in
wilting
them in retrieving
initially expectfew of the technical writing students started the training
rather
than
r
eferences
relevant
ing to retrieve facts about their search topic
that the commands
students
did
not
seem
to
realize
to the topic. Other
Another
encountered in exercise one should be learned for future use.
the
technical
in
the
early
stages
of
training
problem which showed up
commands in the context of a
writing students involved the effects of seal ch
exercise
one
used
with
these students illustrated a
search. The version of
automation.
At
one
point in this search, the
search on the topic of library
user was told to, EXPAND LIBRARY. A few of the users subsequently
to
thoughtthat the next time they wanted to EXPAND a term, they were
expanded.8
to
enter EXPAND LIBRARY. no matter what term was
Baseline Study
Research and
The baseline study was conducted in 1979 at the Exxon
jeisey.9
The study
Egnmeering company facility at Florham Park, New
performed
by
twenty-five
design called for collecting data on the searches
searchers who were trained and assisted by IIDA. In addition, twenty-five
retrieval staff on
comparable searches were to be done by the information
the
intermediated
winches
to provide a
site. The intent here was to use
diagnostirs
usage of
profile of diagnostic usage for comparison with the
difference.;
between
the
the IIDA users. It was anticipated that significant
deficiencies
in
the
IIDA
training
and
two groups of searches would reveal
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assistance, which would then be subsequently corrected
by appropriate
modifications of the system.
Procedure
*
.
Participants in this study consisted of fifty Exxon research

engineers
employed ar the Florham Park site who had been
recruited by mail.
Approximately. 2200 letters were sent out offering the
opportunity for
technical personnel to do on-line searching on their
own via the IIDA

system. Approximately 150 responses were received. The.names
were randomized so that date of response. level of pdsition within
the
company,
and
the department and section would not be considerations
for
participation
in the study. Fmm this randomized list, twenty-five participants
Kere tlien

randomly assigned to the IIDA training group, and twenty-five were
randomly assigned to the intermediated group.
Participants assigned to the IPA training group
were scheduled for
two sessions which involved the IIDA training followed by
two IIDAassisted searches on topics of their own choosing. Each
of these participants filled out a post-search questionnaire afte completing the
search. Participants assigned to the intermediated group broughtsecond
their
next search topic to one of the Information Center staff.

as' they would
normally do. This search, however, was (lone by the
intermediary
through
IIDA with all IIDA responses and messages suppressed.
Thus. the only
aspects of IIDA working for the intermediated searches were the tecord-,

keeping functions, which kept track of the search history and of the
number of tunes various diagnostic rules
were triggered by the searching
behavior of the intermediary. A post-search questionnaire
was given to

each of the participants in the intermediated group, along
with the results
of the search requested. Sint
:1' had been recruited wall an one' of
search training, these participants were scheduled for IIDA search
o Inning
after onnplezing the 1)ost-search questionnaire.
Results

The post-search questionnaire for participants
the intermediated groups included a question whichin both the IIDA and
what percentage of the referencff retrieved were: (I) very useful. (2)asked
useful, (3) useless.
For purposes of analysis, the "very useful" and "useful"
categories m ae
combined into the single category, "useful." The difference
between the
two groups on this measure was not significant (Mann-Whitney
> 0.05). with the IIDA-trained group reporting an average of 52.5U Test, p
percent
useful references, and the intermediated group -in average of '19.3 percent
useful references retrieved. Consequently, it appears that
the results of the
searches were valued equally by those who did their own searches
and those
who had a search done for them.
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there appear to
Turning to the diagnostics, the patterns one in which
searches. The mean frequencies
be no differences between the two sets of
three major categories of
for each group of searches for each of the
or "local" diagnosdiagnosticssyntax, the individual command usage
diagnosticsare
illustics, and the command string usage or "global"
differences
of
diagnostics,
the
trated in figure 6. For each of these classesstatistically significant (Mannbetwen the two sets of searches were not
also holds true for each of the
Whitney U Test. p > 0.05). This finding
major category.
subcategories of diagnostics contained within 'each
provide
a set of diagnostic
to
In light of the intent t f this study, i.e., the
performance
of the IIDAbench-mark criteria against which to assess
discover
a lack of
to
trained and assisted searchers, it was surprising
of
searches.
A
significant
significant differences between the two groups
have pointed toward
difference on one or more of the diagnostics would
in
the
usefulness
of the diagnostic
some deficiency in the IIDA training, or This would have led to revision
messages during IIDA-assisted searching. finding of no significant differof ohe or both aspects of the system. The
that this could suggest either that the
ences poses a potential problem in
well, or that they are totally
IIDA training and IIDA diagnostics work training and diagnostic assistfor
arguing
that
the
iirtvant. One reason
evaluation of.the utility of the
..nce worked as intended is that the end user
significantly between
information retrieved in the searches did not differ
individuals
who had never
the two groups. This means that a group of IIDA training and assiswith
before done on-line warching were able.
remits containing as much useful
searches
which
produced
tance, to do
professional smelters.
information as contained in searches done by
diagnostics
are irrelevant as
Under these circumstances, the notion that the
measures of searcher perforrna..ce seems implausible.
there is one subcategory of
It should be mentioned in passing that
the results repoi ted in
diagnostic information which is not included in with IIDA suppressed,
figure 6. Since the intermediaries did their searches
relevance judgments on the
they were not asked by the system to make
category was not
Consequently,
this
diagnostic
references typed out.
comparisons
were conducted
included in the data of the IIDA users when
ches.
and
the
intermediated
seat
between the IIDA-assisted

Training Method Study
took place at the
The second major test of IIDA and the diagnostics
in
Linden,
New JerExxon Research and Engineering Company facility involved a compariof 1979-80. This study
sey, during the winter months
and assisted searchers with those
son of the searches clone by IIDA-trained
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had
done by a group of searcher's who were also assisted by IIDA, but who
training
session.
The
intent
of
this
been trained in a half-day classroom
study was to test the instructional procedures and materials involved in
IIDA training against a more frequently used and conventional training
method. Presumably a human instructor is more responsive to the problems which a student may encounter, and presumably the student has a
greater range of questions which can be asked of a human instructor,
especially since IIDA is not designed to be a question-answering system.
Consequently. it was anticipated thzi significant differences between the
two groups of searchers would reveal deficiencies in the IIDA training,
which:Would subsequently be corrected by ill)prop, late modifications of
the system!'

Procedure
Participants in this study were primarily research chemists and other
scientists. Participants ss ere again recruited by mail, with letters sent to the
entire research staff describing the opportunity for bibliographic search
training and asking for solunteers. As with the earliet study, about 150
fifty were randomly
responses were received. From the list of volunteers,
Nolunt
cep;
were
randomly
assigned to
selected to participate. Tucnty -fise
searches.
while the
and
then
do
two
IIDA-assisted
receive IIDA training
other twenty -ft e sy ere assigned to the Nil% entional training sessions, with
participants in the
two IIDA-assisted searches following training. All
training
by
Ex
on Information
conventionally trained group received
sessions.
All
of
the
training
sessions
Center stafcin one of four morning
(handouts.
etc.),
covered
the
same
mateused the santetraining materials
hail
for.
the
users
to
practice
what
they
rial, and allowed some on-line time
learned.
Results,

In this study, the pokt-search questionnaire. which was administered
after completion of the second IIDA-assisted search. asked the user to
decide what percentage of the references retrieved had been: (I) very useful.
into
(2) useful, (3) useless. Again. the first two categories were combine()

the single category. "useful.'' The difference between the two groups.
while apparently large, was not significant (Mann-Whitney U Test. p >

0.05), with thelIDA-trained group reporting an ay erage of 16 6 percent and
the conventionally trained group an averhge of 62.9 percent useful references retrieved.
Concerning the diagnostics. again there appear to lx' no differenc,s
of
between the iwci sets of searches. The m'' an frequencies for each group
diagnostics
are
illustrated
see ches for each of the three major categories of
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in figure 7. It should be noted that the data in this study do
include the
subcategory of relevance diagnostics in the "global" diagnostics,
since
both groups did their search with IIDA fully operational rather than
suppi essed (as was the rasefor the intermediated searches done in the apdy
described earlier). For ,each of the three categories of diagnostics, the
differences between the two sell of searches are not statistically
significant
(Mann-Wh i tney ITTest.,p,>0.6). Furthermore, individual comparison
of
the subcategories of diagnostics indicated no. significant differences
between the two groups.

Considering that the purpose of the study was to compare IIDA
training with a more conventional method, the lack of significant
differences between the two groups was surprising. A significant difference
on
one or more diagnostic measures would have indicated either
a flaw in the
IIDA training materials or in the diagnostic messages during
assisted
searching. The result would be a -revamping of one or both parts of the
system. Since no significant differences
were discovered, there is-de problem of interpreting the results, except for the fact that the groups were able
to retrieve a significant percentage of useful references during their
searches. Presumably thi 'represents something which neither group
would have been able to accomplish if simply turned loose with a terminal
without any training. Further, the two groups did not.differ in their
estimates of the percentage of useful references retrieved. This
pattern of
results argues strongly that IIDA training, as it is presently
structured,
represents a viable alternative to the type of conventional training with
which it was compared.
Looking at the data from both studies and comparing both sites by
diagnostic category. there were no significant differences in the
usage of
the diagnostics frome one site to the ot her. In addition, judgments
made by
users about the percentage of useful references retAeved did not differ
significantly from one site to the other. Thus, the two
groups trained at
Linden did not produce results appreciably different from those
obtained
for the group of intermediated searches done at Florham Park.
It should
also be mentioned that the variability in the measures, including
percentage of useful references retrieved, did not differ significantly from
one
group to another. One final point to be noted is that the users seemed
to
like IIDA Approximately 90 percent of the users, either trained and

assisied,by IIDA or lust assisted by IIDA, said they would recommend
use 9f

IIDA to their friends.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
User Performance
It is not possible to separate completely the performance of the IIDA
diagnostics from the peiformance of the IIDA users. Focusing first
on the
users, however, the data suggest that IIDA users did searches which were,
on two kinds of measures, done as well as those done-by a professional
searcher. First, in the ratings of the utility of the overall results of the °
searches, there was no significant difference between the results
obtained
by the professional searcher and those obtained by the user performing his
own search. Second, no significant differences were found in the number of
IIDA-detected errors or faults between the newly trained, IIDA-assisted
searchers and the professional searchers. Together, these findings imply
that the results of the searching were about eqdal, and that the performance
of the searchers was about equal.
It was initially a surprise to find that the error/fault rate seemed
about
equal between the professional and neophyte searchers. IIDA
was designed
to produce acceptable results for its users, but it was never expected that
the
step-by-step performance would match that of professionals. There are,
however, some mitigating circumstances which may have handicapped
the professionals somewhat. For example, the --Exxon professional
searchers are used to working with 1200-baud terminals. With these
terminals, more on-line typing is acceptable than with the 300-baud
terminals
used for f1DA searching. Hence, the professional staff
was accustomed to
doing a great deal of on-line printing, often exceeding the limit allowed
for
IIDA users working with the slower terminal. Also, IIDA's design was
fixed just before Lockheed announced the new SUPER
SELECT command!' Thus, this command was not included in the IIDA training materials, and its syntax was not recognized by IIDA's parser.
Although the intermediaries knew about these limitations, an madvertent transfer of habits from the usual search context into the IIDA search
context could have introduced some faults or errors which might
not
otherwise have occurra For example, if a seal cher used SUPER SELECT
for set combination, then there was an increased likelihood of the appearance of a large number of SELECT commands without any COMBINE
command This could then trigger an "excessive string length!' diagnostic.
Consequently. although it is not possible to assign numerical values, there
is reason to believe that the professional searchers ;night have had
a higher
error 'fault rate than normal. However, it is certainly the case that the IIDA
searchers performed respectably well, and, in terms of final outcome, the
users who did their own searching using IIDA achieved results equivalent
in utility to those who worked through intermediaries.
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The other surprise in the results on user performance came in the

findings that the two different user groups trained by different methods did
not differ appreciably either on the diagnostic measures or in the percentdesign specifications for
-age of -useful references retrieved. The original
which
would
be
competitive with more
IIDA did not envision a system

conventional training approaches. Rather, the intent was to provide an
take a
avenue of access for individuals who could not or would not
conventional training course, bu who still wanted persotial (rather than

intermediated) access to a databas . It had been assumed that comparisons
between the two different trainip methods would highlight difficulties
with IIDA. One reasonable guess as to the reason for the pattern of results
reported here is that, while the human instructor may well have been more
flexible and responsive in assisting the student and in answering questions, the design of IIDA does, as intended, enable the user to discover
where to go to get the information needed to answer questions.

Performance of the Diagnostics

Earlier, the possibility was mentioned that the IIDA diagnostics,
rather than indexing various aspects of searcher behavior, might be irrelevant to the process of searching. This would account for the lack of

significant differences between IIDA users and professionals, and between
IIDA-tramed and conventionally trained users, on these measures. This
explanation seems, however, to be less seasonable than the idea that the
system is working as it was designed to work. One reason for not assuming
that the diagnostics are irrelevant as indices of searching behavior is that
they were
the diagnostics were all empirically developed. In other words,
all designed to index and deal with problems encountered by searchers
which have been observed by the designers and or repotted in the literature

by others.
Furthermore,, the relative frequencies of the various types of errors or
led
faults correspond reason2.bly well with the intuitions which originally
the
mean
number
of
to the development of the diagnostics. Figure 8 shows
diagnostics,
aggreoccurrences per search of the various subcategories of
gated over the entire study. Also indicated are the 95 percent confidence
limits for each type of diagnostic. The diagnostics which were triggered
second
most commonly were syntax, relevance and null set generation. A
The
third
length
faults
and
excessive
printing.
group consists of string
by
relatively
low
frequency
of
group.tof six fault types, is characterized
These
of
the
confidence
intervals
include
zzro.
Occurrence; in fact, some
last six are: response time. command repetition, print format, unused sets,
dwelling, and thrashing. Even though these diagnostics were triggered
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relatively infrequently, they are probably worth keeping, since the
response to the open-ended questions on the post-search questionnaire
suggested that for an occasional user they were useful.
In general, the diagnostics are mutually independent in that the
triggering of one has no implication as to whether the others will be

triggered. There are, however. some exceptions where there is
tion. For example, a string length diagnostic is triggered an interrelawhenever a
certain number (n) of successive commands of any given type is received. A
dwelling or thrashing diagnostic requires both a string of
COMBINE

commands and certain conditions with respect to the arguments of the
COMBINEs. In other words, there must be a string of length
m, plus other
conditions. If the threshold on the string length diagnostic
were set short
enough, that is, if n < m, a user entering a string of COMBINEs
would be
warned against continuing that pursuit before the dwelling or thrashing
rules and diagnostic messages could take effect. The various
thresholds
were set heuristically, and these settings have some effect on which rules
a
searches is deemed to have violated. Hence, a slight change in the
thresholds might have resulted in the occurrence of one type of diagnostic rather
than the other.
Conclusions from the Diagnostics
Overall, it seems that the various categories of diagnostics dot
epresent
a reasonable
of measures of the performance of on-line searchers. The
fact that the novice searchers studied were able to achieve a degree of
satisfaction with the final results equal to that achieved through professional searchers suggest dr , with the help of the IIDA diagnostics, these
searchers performed the search as well as the professionals. Enabling them
to do so was the goal of the IIDA assistance mode program.
This equivalence would imply that when a searcher has an error or
fault rate widely divergent from those reported, there also exists a difference in performance in some area of searching behavior. In the case of
excessive errors or faults, this is presumably self-correcting over time with
repeated exposure to the diagnostic messages and practice. In the case of a
low error rate. the deviation may indicate a person ready for
a language of
greater complexity. That is, sustained error-free performance probably
means that the user is ready to take on a language capable of greater logical
power. Such languages are typically more complex and demanding in
terms of what the user must know.
One important caution is that the IIDA diagnostics were designed for
use in a certain limited context, that of the training and assistance of
the
kind of users described in the introduction to this paper and in the user
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studies conducted. There is some indication in the experiences of the
professionals that when the diagnostics were employed with highly experienced searchers, they may not be the most appropriate procedures, i.e.,

there are times when the diagnostics may have been triggered by relatively
sophisticated searcher behavior which is appropriate in one context, but
not in situations with which IIDA was designed to cope.
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Future Research

Inasmuch as the conclusions drawn about the effectiveness of the
diagnostics are not as clear as might be desirable, several additional
directions for future tseaich should be followed:
1. Diagnostic evaluation. The overall requirements for evaluation of the
project as a whole, as well as the available resources, dictated
that some
studies have a higher priority than others. This led to concentration
on
the evaluation of IIDA as a system rather than a more direct focus
on the
diagnosticsomponent of the system. future evaluation devoted solely
to the question of the performance of the diagnostic system, with and
without various kinds of training in advance, would be both useful and
desirable.
2. Longitudinal study. A real limitation of studies such as those described
here, and of many others on searchet behavior, is the relatively
short
amount of time between the participants' first exposure to the system
and the evaluation of their performance or of the system performance.
In addition, there seems to have been little or no testing of information
system users at several points to investigate development or changeover
an extended period of time. In'the studies described above, the volunteer
subjects generally wanted to 63 the whole set of exercises, and then do
their searching in a relatively short time. It seems particularly
desirable
that a long-ranges ady be dove, over a period of a year or so, focusing on
how different people adapt to a new system, how quickly they adapt,
how their behavior changes over tinie, and how it changes as the result
of multiple search experiences.
3. Adaptation to user skill level. As noted above, it is not expected that the
same diagnostics will be equally useful or desirable for all user skill
levels. It would be desirable not only to test the diagnostics
on persons of
differing skill kris, but to test different variations of the diagnostics. In
particular, it seems desirable to test whether, by varying the thresholds
in the existing set of diagnostics as a function of actual prior performance, it is possible to get them to perform adequately with persons of
different skill levels. That 's, can they be made adaptive?
4 Various user groups. Although the
original target user group for IIDA
consisted of technically trained individuals interested in a particular
class of search problems, there now seems to be no reason not to
attempt
extension of LIDA. The technically or scientifically trained users may be
only one of several groups who would find IIDA attractive and
useful.
In particular, it seems desirable to determine whether or not a
system
such as IIDA can be used to provide direct database access for a wide
variety of possible end users interested in a wide variety of
search
problems.
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been fairly tested in the very
In summary, it seems that a new idea has
intended.
Indeed, one of the
environment for which the concept was
discussed is that thereappeared
important characteristics of the two studies
results
produced
by the various user groups
to be no'ifferences among the
number of differences. While
reason
to
erect
a
when there had been every
entirely conclusive, they support the
some aspects of these results are not
adequately measure imporidea that the IIDA diagnostic procedures did certain, however, is that the
performance.
What
is
more
tant aspects of Leer
and assisting novice users to
IIDA system represents a way of training
matches that of more
search databases with a level of performance that
Furthermore, IIDA clearly represents a viable alterexperienced searchers.
end users who cannot or
native to gaining direct database access for those
conventional forms of serach training.

will not engage in more
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Machine-Assisted Browsing
for the Naïve User
Introduction

demonstrate how a .radically different
The purpose of this paper is to
information can result in: (1) a
approach to the storage and retrieval of
in tht use of information
reduction in the need for user sophistication

approach t:i information system
systems, and (2) the support of a browsing
system data-

that information
searching. Our approach promotes the view
machines.
Many of the problems
bases should be structured for people, not precisely at the interface between
associated with information systems occur
of the interface is to map
the user and information storage. The purpose
The more "machine-like" the
user requests onto the database str icture.
become more sophisticated
interface, the faster the mapping. As interfaces
natural form such as
(i.e., allow the user'to express requests in a more
out the mapping.
natural language), more processing is required toofcarry
search
processes (e.g.,
And as processing time increases, certain typesprovide at a reasonable
browsing) become increasingly difficult to
can meet the real-time
response rate. Until the time when processing power
and
construction should
needs of system users, in!orwation system design
structure should be
conform to user needs, meaning that the physical
of
the
database, reducing
view (1..)gical structure)

tailored to the user's
mapping and search time.
the BROWSE system, a
In the following discussion, we will describe
users.' The primary applicadatabase browsing system for computer-naive
browsing access to the Carnegietion of the BROWSE system is to allow
Department library collection, but it
Mellon University Computer Science
such as the automated dictionary?
can be used for other applications,
77
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We mil begin by characterizing our view of
the naïve user: Browsing
will then be defined, follbwed by
a derailed example of browsing in the
BROWSE system. This is followed by
an evaluation of BROWSE as a
browsing tool for the naive user. Lastly,
we describe the BROWSE system
software used to generate browsable information
systems.
Characterizing the Niive User for System

Design

A common misconception is that the naïve
user of an hiformation
system has little or
no computer - related experience.
Such isnot necessarily
the case. Naivete can take many
forms:

Computer Naivete: The person has
no experience with a computer. "Intelligent" interaction with a machine is an alien

concept. The individual may
be reluctant or apprehensive about approaching
information systems.

Interface Naivete: Many information system
interfaces are complex and
idiosyncratic. requiring many hours of training.
New users are unable to
use such systems. Informal ic,n specialists act
as intermediaries. Research in
natural language undet
comfortable.3

standing is an attempt to make the interface
more

Information Structure Naivete: How information is
structuted in the
database, i.e., what the categorization
hierarchies, is often different front
the user's view of the structure. Hence, the ability
to specify an information

request does not imply that anything will be found.
Category Naivete: Given that the user does not possess
any of the above
naiveties, information access can still be hampered.
How
information is
categowed can vary among categorizers. Even
if the user knows the categorization !het archs , the category a user thinks suitable for
an entry may
not be the one chosen by the categorizer.
Any of these can impede the successful acquisition
of information. Hence,
information systems must
designed to remove these impediments.
!gum ihg computer naivete, we propose three
principles for the design
of met- accessible
information systems: (I) principle of inlet face
petspiunt. (2) principle of structure perspicuity, and (3)
principle of category
pet spicu it y. These pt in( iples directly correspond
to the last three naiveties
listed alxh. e. The. state that the inlet face.
database structure, and categot

/alum methods must lx' either apparent to the user
or easily learned.
fence.. ny information system design must
account
for
these principles if
it is to lx used by naive users.
I

Just as impot tant as defining these principles
ate the methodologies
lot measuring adherence to them. In measuring interface
and others lune identified several interface performanceperspicuity, Card
factors:
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given set of tasks using
Time: How long does it take a user to accomplish a
the system?
how serious are they?
Errors: How many emus does a user make andlearn how to use the system
Learning: Hoc. long does it take a naive user to
in order to do a given set of tasks?
with the system?
Functio iality: What range of tasks can a user do the system on a task that
Recall: How easy it is for a user to recall now to use
he has not done for some t;ine?
Concentration: How many things does a user have to k-ep in Mind Mule
using the systPtn?
get when they use the system for extended
.

Fatigue: How wed do use's
periods?'

d fatigue while
An interface shout:', mutimize time, errors, learning, ai
What these actual
nnaluy,
recall
and
concentration.
maximizing funs in
and categorization
sallies should be cleiwnds on the application. Structure
find the information
measured
by
experiment:
do
users
perspicuity can be
that only 33 percent of
they want? Bates has done such an analysis, showing
were.5 I-low
hbrars searc hers ss ho thought they were successful actually
later
m
the
paper
well BROWSE satisfies these factors is discussed
Search Methods: Browsing v. Parameterized Search
has focused on
The !mum ity of research in the area of database access
characterized
as strict Is
the area of parameterized search (PS). PS can be
attributes
specify
exactly
the
set
of
focused. in the sense that the user must
items
written
by
that the records must have, e.g., "Get me all the records for
discussed
;those,
PS
Fox about learning." Besides the naivete problems
related recoids In order to
systems do not allow quick and easy access to
parameters
must be specified.
access 'elated maim'', a new set of search
the
essence
of
browsing.
Access to related information is
well-connected
Browsing can be c hai acten zed as a heuristic search in a
be
viewed
as an iterative,
space of records. In pat ticulai, browsing can
five-step process.
author, keyword, etc
I. Chhose a browsing attribute, such as a category,
books, technical
9. Access and peruse entries via the chosen attribute (e.g.,
reports, etc.).
3. Narrow perusal (search) to small subset.
le (crest and find new
-1. Examine a small subset of entries to confirm
information.
search attribute, then go to step I or else go to
5. If an entry suggests a new
step 2.
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Each of the browsing steps described above is important
and is just bat ely
supported in a library. That is, only the author and
category
attributes are
indexed, and distances between shelves impede
searches. Both libraries and
information systems must provide the ability
to search and examme. Even
more imixotant, many search attributes must be accessible
and new attributes easily searched. Some of the search hem istics
most
commonly
used in
browsing library databases
are:

1. If book x is interesting, then what else has the
2. If book x is interesting, then what other books author of x written?
3. If a symposium article is interesting, then ale in the same category?
what else appeared in the
Same Ts'iliixist tun?
4. If the author of an interesting paper is from
else has been published at that institution? an institution x, then what
5, If there is an interesting paper in a journal, then what
else appealed in
that journal?

The goal of the BROWSE system is to provide browsing
access to
databases by building the search heuristics directly
into the database as
quick-access -paths between.related
records. This includes:

(

) providing a

simple man-machine Imola« that takes little naming to master.
(2) presenting the
system in such a was that
and qu u kis understood, and (3) providing its logical struct me is easily
a hi owsing-st}le approach to
database searching.
An Example
A BROWSE ss stem database consists of
a set of fumes. A flame is a
single CRT t telex ision) sc reen of in fi wination. The
purpose of the frame is
to pros ide information to the user, and to provide gnu
access to further.
related information Options pros ide links to !elated ha
nes
A user 'limes
hemeen the frames bs selecting an option. whic h results
in
the
new (tame Figui e I is an example from a BROWSE database display of a
des eloped lot

an on-Ime librars catalog ss stem.

I'he lust frame ( fig I ) welcomes the
to the BROWSE ss stet.. In
the upper right-hand corner of es en flameuser
is the name of the flame( in this
case. MCI i At the bottom of the hame is a set of standard
bac k, next__ find) These options, called global pads, will options (help,
appeal in every
frame Flies pros Ale a set of ss stem functions that
ate useful throughout
the entire netwoik The first frame consists of the
text welcoming the user
to the BROWSE ss swill and three Options. The fast option allows
the user
to continue receiving instruction on how to use t he BROWSE
system.
The
second option allows we user to move di, ect ly
to the top of the classihca-

6I
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1HE BROWSE-NET

THE CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER SCIENCE OEPARTMTNT

LIBRARYBROWSINZ SYSTEM
LOG OITTERERTIATES 4EIWEEN UPPER AND LOWER CASE
4172:7

I. Continue fbr instruction
1

(Type CAPITAL I to

To begin BROWSING.
N. News

be))

FAL-,

back

next

mark

return

top

display

comment

goto

find

Figure I

get news describing
tion hierarchs. The third option allows the user to in the first letter of

changes to the system. To select an option, the user types

the second, "N" for the
the option ("I" to select the first option, "T" for
etc.) wadable,
third). If there is a pointing device (mouse, touch screen,
in
order
to
select
it. The naive
then the user need only point to the option
An
"I"
option
for
more
instruction.
user would continue by selecting the
displaying
the
top
of
the
experienced user would select option T, thus
t/c)this frame.
classification hierarchy (fir. 2). There are twelve options
characters
do not point
Options that.contain a dash () after the first two
pointers
to
informatidn
which
to any other frames. They are included as
of
the
BROWSE
system
is
one day will be included. An important property
At present, only the
multiple
views
.of
the
database.
that it can support
entries list are
Computing Review classification (1976) and a new
available.
the Computing
By selecting option I, the user moves on to the top of
(fig.
3).
The
frames
forming
the classifica
Review classification hierarchy
Science), a definition

tion hierarchy each contain a tide (0: Computer
option (E), a lost map"
section, a li ,t of subcategories, an "entry list"
search
option
(S).
If there area 'di tional
option (L.), and a "parameterized
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Top of the Browse-net
browse5

You Are now at the'top of the BROWSE -NET
access paths available for browsing

the following are the

Computing Review.

8.-Institution

2 -DM-Computer Science Dept.

7 -Keyword

J -OeweOunts.

8 -Journal

4--library s, Congress.

9 -Symposium

5 -Author
0 -Publisher
N
I

New Entries.

instructIcT and help information

-

help

back

next

mart

return

top

Pigmy 2

display

comment

goto

find

rt

sulk a tegoru.S. (hen a "more selec eons" Option
is nu hided (\[). Finall), if
there is a designated IMan

supnuategorv, then an option (P) is Inc !tided
that links the current classification frame to it,: primal
supra( a tegorv.
The entry list option points to a list of tile entries that
ha% e been dire( tly
Tlassthed under the c curet] t tegoi'v In this case thew are no sic h entries.
FinalR, the parametenied search option causes the SN
stem Vo begin a
pa lameterired sear( h and proceed to a set of flames that allows the
user to
"
**spec if the pantmeteis

I he initial goal of this sample session
database for information related to learning. B)is to browse through the
seax wig the option for
Applications, the user learns that the c,-uvory inc ludes«)gnitive
poi esses
(fag. I) Eh selecung the "nun e seiewons"
option
(Sit,
the
user
discovers
that iii final Intel hgen«. is one of the stdx a tegories of Applu
alums (fig.
If Applications %s as not a useful category. the P

option muld lx-selec ted
to go bac k up the h lel a rch N. to a Hass the user to selec
(anodic! sear( path.
wleeting option 2, the user moc es to the frame des(
I thing Artific la I
Intelligence (fig. 6) and disc mei s that learning is one of the
([earning and Adaptive Systems) Note that an entry frame subcategories
exists for this
category If the (Ise, wanted to
%menu les dire(
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CATEG73
O.: Computer Science

Computing Reviewi

The Computing Reviews
classification is published in ,
Computing Reviews by the
Asociation of Computing
Machinery. (Computing Reviews.
May 1976).

1. General Topics and Education [1.)

2. Computing Milieu (2.)

A
3, Applications. (3.)

4. Software (4.)

M. More Selections
E -Entry Lisi.
L

help

Lost: Map.

back

neat

S. Parameterized Search.

return

mark

top

display

comment

find

goto

=111.
Figure 3

CATEGIO9

3.: Applications

Computing Reviews

Elm ca.egory contains
subcategories concerned with the
use of computers - where, how,
when, and why they are used. It
also deals with the relationships
between human cognitive and
perceptual processes and

1. Nature ;ciences (3 1)

2

Engineering (3.2)

3

Social and Behavi

al

Sciences(3.3)

computing.

4. Human:ties (3.4)

M. More Selections
E.-Entry List
L. lost: Map.
P. (0.: Computer

help

back

neat

S. Parameterized Search

acienco>
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return

top

display

comment

Figure 4
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CA1E008

Computing Reviews
1

Management Data Processing [3 5)

2

Artificial Intelligence Is 6)

This category contains
subcategories concerned with the
use of computers - where, how.
when, and why they are used. It
also deals with the relationships
between human cognitive and
perceptual processes and
computing.

3. Information Retrieval [3.7]

4, Real-Time Systems [3.8]
.

M More Selections
E.-Entry List
I

P

help

lost Map.
<0 . Computing Review)
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next

mark

S. Parameterized Search

return
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CATEG76

Computing Reviews
Induction and Hypothesis-formation
[3 61]

1

2

'3

4

Learnmg and Adaptive Systems [3 62]

Pattern Recognition [3 63]

Problem Solving [3 64]

M. More Selections
I

L

P

help

Entry list
lost Map
<3
Applications; >

back

next

mark

This category contains
subcategories pertaining to
induction and the formation of
hypotheses, learning and
inductive systems; pattern
recognition. problem solving:
simulation of natural systems:
theory of heuristic methods.
and general and miscellaneous
subjects within the broad area
of artificial intelligence, or
the machine simulation and
modeling of human functions,
particularly human
intelligence.

S. Parameterized Search
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CATEGI58

3.62: Learning and Adaptive Systems
Computing Reviews

Applications in which a computer
modifies its programs according t
input and/or memory, including
modification of logical paths.
self-adaptive pattern changes, an
changes in parameter values.

C. Entry List
Lost Map.
L
P (3 6. Artificial Intelligence)

help

hack

next

mark

return

S. Parameterized Search

top

display

comment

goto

find

Figure 7

Intelligence, he would Select option E. With an interest in learning systeins, the user selects option 2. and the goal category frame has been
leached (fig. 7).
There are no subcategories to Learning and Adaptive Systems. The
hierarchy The entry
user has reached a terminal frame in the classification
selecting
the
E
option.
Along
with the list of
list (fig. 8) is displayed by
entries, this frame contains a pointer back to the category frame leading to
the entry list (option R), and options to move back and forth through the
entry list (option M and option P, which is not shown). This is just one
form of indexing provider' by BROWSE. In addition, the autogeneration
of hieiarchical and alphabetical indexes has been added.
The user decides that entry 6 looks interesting. Selecting that option,
the frame in figure 9 is displayed. This frame provides the basic information about the article in question. The user may find additional informati,mi about the authors by selecting options A or B. If the user wants
information about the Computer Science Department at Carnegie-Mellon
University,. he may get it by selecting option I. In all three cases, a list of
entries associated with the author or institution will be available. The user
can gain additional information about the symposia: in which this article

8,9

3.62: Learning and Adaptive Systems
ENTRY/19
1.

2.

EG -- A case study in problem solving with king and pawn endings:
Perdue. C.: Symposium or Conference Paper:
Encoding Flowledge in partitioned
networks. Hendrix, Gary G
Technical
Report.
.

3

Experiences in evaluation w'',h PKG--A program that plays backgammon:
Berliner. H.
Symposium or Conference Paper:
4
inference in the conceptual def.endency
paradigm: a personal history:
Schenk. Roger C.:
5.' Knowledge acquisition from
structural descriptions. Hayes-Roth. F.:
Symposium or Conference Paper:
6
Knowledge-guided learning of structural descriptions, Fox, M. S.:
Symposium or Conference Paper;
7.
Mcdels of learning systems. Buchanan, Brure G.:
8.

On fuzzy resc:ution: Aronson. Alan

R.. Technical Report:

K. More _ntries
R. Root Category
help

back

next

mark

return

top

display

comment

goto

find

Figure 8
a

Symposium
Knowledge gcided learning of structural descriptions
Fox

A

H S
Ccnputer Science Dept
CAtnegiu-Mellon University
P.ttsburgh, Pennsylvania

I

8

Reddy. 0

R

Page number

Prcceedings of tne fifth International
Joint Conference on Artificial
Intelligence

I

2
3
4

help

back

next

mark

Acronyms and Keywords
AostraCt
Circulation Information
Alternate Category

return

top

Figure 9
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display
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about the sympoappeared by selecting option F. Along with information
be
provided.
Finally,
there
is
a set of options
vsium, a list of all articles will
Option 1
that provides additional information about the current entry.
organised
will provide a list of ac ronyins and keywords. The keywords are
tries in the database
as a list of options. If the user wants to see what other en
provides e
share a keyword, he can select that keywoid. The second option
informathe abstract to the paper. The third option provides circulation
list of
tion about the entry in the library. The fourth option leads to a
article
has
been
classified.
These
catecategories under which the current
gories are options that point back into the classification hierarchy.
By selecting option 2, the user can %leis. the abstract of the paper (fig.
10). The user decides that he wants to see additional information on M.S.
giving some
Fox. By selecting option A in figure 10, he moves to a frame
(fig.
I
1
).
Options
are
provided
for linearly
information about the author
author
index
frame
moving through the author list (<,>)and going to the listing all of Fox's
I,
the
user
is
led
to
a
frame
(1 ) By selecting option
articles that are currently in the database (fig 12). Seeing nothing of
additional interest, the use' now des ides to see Fox's other areas of interest
(fig. 13).

Atstract

SYFIROSEH

Knowledge-guided learning of structural

descriptions

fox. M.S
B. Reddy. 0. R.
A

dependent knowledge can reduce the
We demonstrate how the use of domain
descriptions. using as an example the
combinatorics of learning structural
from examples of spoken words.
Creation of alternative pronunciations
(Winston. 1070. Fox 8, Hayes-Roth. 1078)
Briefly, certain learning problems
learning program exemplars (training
can be solved by presenting to a
data) -epresentative of a class. The program constructs a characteristic
representation (CR) of the class that best fits the training data.
Applied
learning can be viewed as search in the space of representations.
highly combinatorial due to the' 1)
to complex domains the search is
Number of a1ternatle CRs 2) Size of training set. 3) Size of the
exemplars.
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mark
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Research interests:

author3

Mark S. Fox
KEYWORDS:

CATEGORIES:
5.-Artificial Intelligence.

1.

Artificial Intelligence.

2.

Learning and Adaptive Systems.

3.

Database Systems.

4.

Information Retrieval.

6.-Learning.
7.-4nowledge Representation.
6.- Discovery.

9.-Man-Machine Communication.
A..Databases.
8.- Speech Understanding.

C.-Software D

t. Root Autho

help

back

next

mark

return

top

disp:ay

comment

goto

find

Figure 13

This
(fig.
14).
He
may
now
puts him back into the classification hierarchy
lost,
there
is
continue browsing in that area, If the user has managed to get
get
a
global
the "lost map" option L. By selecting that option. the user can
current category
view of the classification hierarchy that surrounds the
selecting
any of the
(fig. 15). Surrounding categories can be reached by
options.
Also interested in infornw.tion retrieval, the user selects option 4.

Browsing and Searching
of
The BROWSE system relies on browsing as its primary method
database access. However, there are many times when parameterized search
is looking for and
is desired. The user may already know exactly what he
through
the
network
of
frames
to get there.
should not have to move
searches.
As was
The BROWSE system includes the ability to specify
option
shown in figure 2, each category frame in the current system hast.n
that allows the user to specify a parameterized search. The parameterized
the following
search differs from searches in normal PS-based systems in
ways:

3

3.7: Information Retrieval

CATEG184

Computing Reviews
This category embraces
subcategories concerned wir the
systematic computer analysis,
organization, storage, recovery,
and dissemination of data.

1. Content Analysis [3.71]

2. Evaluation of Systems [3.72]

3. rile maintenance [3.73]

4. Searching [3.74]

M. More Selections
E. Entry List
L. Lost: Map.
P. <3.: Applications: >

help

back

next

mark

S. Parameterized Search
return

top

display

comment

goto

find

Figure 14
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-

8. Engineering

- 3. Applications

C. Social
Science

- 4. Software
0. Computer Scierce

- 5. Mathematics of
Computation
- 6. Hardware
-

-

Map2

A. Natural
Science

- 2. Computing
Milieu

1

to Return)

0. Humanities

I- I. Content
Analysis

E. Management

I"

F. Artificial
Intelligence

I. Analog
Computers
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Retrieval

8. functions
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- X. rile
Ma intenanc

- L. Searching
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H. Real Time
help
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next

mark

return
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The user may browse
1. The search that is initiated is context-dependent.
hierarchy
until
he
finds
the area in which he
through the classification
initiates
a
search
at
that
point, only entries
is interested. When he
will
be
searched.
Thus,
if the user selected
classified under that category
frame for Artificial Intellisearch"
option
at
the
the "parameterized
directly classified uncle
gence, the procedure would only search entries
entries
classified
under
all of the subcate oArtificial Intelligence and
ries to Artificial Intelligence.
the user, he is able to
2. When the results of the search are returned to
broiyse outside the
found
entries.
He
may
also
browse through the list of
search procedure
list of satisfied entries (follow any link). The current
the search parameters.
in
the
system
that
satisfy
returns a list of frames
An additional set of options are provided that allow the user to move
through. the list. The list can be-viewed as an additional classification
structure. Thus, the user can make full use of the browsing capacity of
the system.
reduces the problem with
The ability to combine browsing and searching
finding
all
the
entries
in which the user is
`parameterized searches of not
returned
by the search. If
interested. Often, closely related entries are not
network,
he
can
often find the
the user is allowed to browse throughout the
entries related to the list of requited entries.
Measuring the Efficacy of the BROWSE System
system is like. Its purpose is
We have shown what using the BROWSE
information.
Its success rests on
to provide naive users browsing access tointerface, structure and category
how well it r.dheres to the principles of
earlier:
perspicuity. Consider the interface factors described
the primary functions.
1. Time: The search heuristics desci ibed earlier are
transfer to another
They are proirided by selecting an option in order to
time
it
takes
to accomplish a
frame. Frame change is rapid. Hence, the
parameterized
search
browsing task is small. The response time of
and
the
program.
del: ends on the machine, the operating systemvirtually eliminates the
2. Errors: Restricting control to option selection
makes an incorrect option
problem of incorrect commands. When a user
pads provide sffi"return"
and
"goto"
global
selection, the "back,"
provides sufficient
lost,
the
lost
map
fr,me
cient recovery. If the user gets
context.
control construct to be lea. neo is
3. Learning: The single most important learn. Any othe: instruction is
option selection. This is a simple task to
provided by frame text.
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4. Functionality: Search heuristics
are embedded in options. Other
junctions such as parameterized search
are also,providcd by optionS.
5. Recall: The primary command to be remembered
Instruction is usually provided by the text of each is option selection.
frame. And the "help"
global pad provides access to general instruction
frames from every
frame.
6. Concentration: The concentration
required of the
upon the task. This example use of ZOG records the user is dependent
sequence of frames
visited by the user so that the list may be displayed.and
reviewed.
Nevertheless, complex searches may require
the
user
to
remember
the
nonlint tr topology of the subnet visited.
The difficulty of remembering
spatial orientation results in the fe-_Iing of being lost. The
problem is
being studied,6 and a number of approaches
for
deajing
with
it include
theiistramic construction and display
of inaps,of subnets visited by le
user.1
7. Fatigue: Rapid response results in the
waiting for the user,.not
vice tersa. Hence, the user'does not tiresystem
from waiting for results.
Sine tine perspicuity is maintained in thry
ways: (1 )ea-ch category lists its
subcategories and also has a link to its supraca trgories.
part of the categorisation structure to the user; (2) thus displaying a
the user can move
through the structure quickly and easily,
allowing assimilation of the
structure; and (3) the "lost map" option (fig. 15) gives
the categorization structure. Category perspicuity a more global view of
oviding a definition on each category frame. Theis partially solved by
categories by example; he can quickly access all the user can also learn
category. As a system for may, use's, BROWSE entries in a pal ticular
appears to satisfy the
principles well Coupled with parameterized
search capability, it provides
a powerful system for public access to infoimati ,

Building BROWSE Sr iems
The BROWSE, system is composed of
two separate systems. Theme is a
display system called ZOG and a system that
is used to ovate the frame structured database called the BROWSE System
Software.

The ZOG System

The BROWSE system was designed
to use ZOG, developed at
Carnegie-Mellon University by Robertson ap:1 others,
as its display systern.8 ZOG has its roots in the University
of Vermont's PROMIS system?
To understand the philosophy of BROWSE,
one must understand the
philosophy of ZOG. ZOG is a iapid-response,
lathe-network, menuselection system for man - machine communication.
A ZOG user sits in

r
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oct.

consists of
front of a terminal on which it frame is displayed. The frame
of the user., an option is>
of
options.
At
the
discretion
some text and a set
displayed. The process
selected and almost instantaneously a new frame is
basic
features'aie;,.z)
then starts again. ZOG's
another
I. Rapid response: -When a user selecit an option iliat leads, to
does
should
appear
fast
enough
so
that
the
user
frame, the next frame
feel
free
to
explore
not feel he is waiting for the system. A user must
time'it takes
surrounaing frames without concerning himself with the
to display each frame.
be a simple unitary
2. Simple selection: The act of selection should selection available:
time,
there
are
two
forms
of
gesture. At the present
touch screen.
(I) single character input from the keyboard, and (2) aprovide
most.of
network
should
be
large
enough
to
3. Large network: The
the information needed by the user.
kept simple. The user
4. Frame simplicity: The frame display should be
in the frame
should be able to assimilate the information contained
of
simplicity
has
led
to
the
development
quickly. Th. idea of frame
five orsix options.
small
amount
of
text
and
up
to
frames that contain a
for the BROWSE
This is not necessarily true of frames developedstructured
nature of
simplicity
comes
from
the
very
system, where the
large
amount
of
information
may be
the information. Although a
still
information
desired
by
theTaer
can
displayed on a single frarre, the
be assimilated quickly.
exactly what the
5. Transparency: The user should be able to understand
inform t ion.
system is doing and what he needs to do to gain additional
the system.
At no point should the user feel that he has lost control of
communicaZOG has been designed to act as a
6. Communication agent:
tion agent between a user and another system. As a communication
simply format, as well P.,

agent, ZOG presents commands to the user ,:n a
will do. When the user makes a
an explanation of what the command
complex
set of commands to the other
selection, ZOG sends the more
BROWSE system for
system for processing. This facility is used by the
the parameterized search interface.
systems. ZOG-nets
7. External definition: Unlike many menu-selection
external
to the ZOG system.
are databases which are independent of and
can be an
The basic 1.lnlosophy of ZOG is .hat a menu-selection system
in
the
"system
effective communica tion system if the user can move around
the
user's
needs.
nuickly, and if there is a large network available to meet
knowledge
allows
the
user
almost
complete
A menu-selection system
he selects an option. It also
of what is occurring in the system whenever

(by placing a link
allows for related information to be located nearby
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between related frames). Menu-selection systems
normally have a disadvantage in. the time it takes to move from one frame
to another. This is
solved by the fast response of the ZOG system. Another
characteristic of
many-menu- selection systems is that the same information
is-provided to
all users, regardless of. their needs or expertise. In ZOG,
different paths
would be provided for each level of user. The naive
user would get more

information about what

he is doing, while the expert user would be
presented with only the frames needed to perform the task.
The BROWSE System Software

A major problem with menu-based systems is the
creation of the
menus. Experiments with the ZOG system have shown that the
rate of frame creation is approximately five frames per hour!° average
database that contains in excess of 1 million frames, it becomes Given a
clear that
some machine-aided creation mechanism is needed.
The BROWSE system solution to that problem
was to create a software package external to the display system (ZOG) to create the database
network. The software is designed to translate a database into
a frame
database. The reasons for using an external database and a translation
system are:
1. To allow for the modification of the frame formats. The
design of frame
formats and network structures may change, requiring
base to be recreated. ZOG does not provide facilities the frame datafor the automatic
modification of frames and structure.
2. To allow for the creation of different networks for
different display types.
At the present time the BROWSE system runs only on a standard 24-by80-character display terminal. A completely different
would be used for a high-resolution display terminal. frame structure
3. To allow for parameterized searches. It would be cumbersome
to carry
out the parameterized search within the frame network. Thus,
the
search is carried out by a separate program that accesses the original
database.

The BROWSE system is a set of software that provides
the following
capabilities: the ability to create a record database and
new
record types
with access and search software; interactive programs
to query data-entry
personnel for new entries for the database; interactive definition
of frame
formats; interactive definition of record linkages which
define how frames
are linked in the frame network; and frame creation, by combining:
(1) a
new record in the da tabase, (2) a frame format description, and (3)
a
linkage
specification: to produce new frames and ,updated frames
(e.g., index
frames), with the proper option links, for the frame
database. Hence, the
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browsable
total effect of the software is to translate a record database into a
frame database for naïve users.

Recognizing that the visual format of frames is important to the

overall acceptability of the system, we designed the frame format description language to provide a variety of layout capabilities. The frame format
describes:
1. the information to be placed in the frame (fields of a record),
2. the placement of the information in windows on the screen,
3. the information actually necessary to create the frame,
4. the options to appear in the frame, and
5. the type of frame to which each option may lead.
The frame format consists of (in, increasing order of complexity):
(1) window descriptions, (2) option descriptions, (3) fill descriptions,
(4) group descriptions, and (5) index descriptions.
frame format.
The window description (WD) is the basic unit of the
describing
a
two-dimensional
area into
The WD includes information
coordinate
for the
which text will be placed. The WD contains a starting
window.
the
group
that
accesses
the
window. This position is relative to
width of the
The WD also contains a minimum and maximum length and

window.

relates to
The option description (OD) contains information that
the selection
Included
in
that
information
is
options in the ZOG frame.
pointing
character for the option, the touch area of the option (in case a
the

device is available), the text to be included as part of the option text,
be used to hold
frame type to which the option leads, and a WD that is to
the text of the option.
from the
The fill description (FD) describes the information (fields) WD. In
database that is to be used to fill a window. The FD also points to a
in the
evaluating an FD, the system retrieves the contents of the fields
what to do if the contents
current record. The FD contains information on
the
text
to
place
before
and after the text found.
of a field are null, as well as
window. Also
All the text specified is concatenated and then placed in the
font to
included in the FD is information describing the size, typeface and
high.resolution
display),
as
be used in displaying the text (for use with a
in
the
window
well as commands describing how to display the text
(centered, flush right, flush left. filled).
of the frame
The group description (GD) is one of the two major units
description,
or an
format. A GD combines a set of FDs (and possibly index
FDs. If the GD is
unit.
The
GD
points
to
a
set
of
ID) into a single logical
describing an option, then the GD will also point to an OD. The GD also
defines the
contains an absolute anchor point for the group. An anchor
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root position of the group on the frame. The starting positions
provided by
the WDs and referenced by the GD are relative

to that anchor point. The
anchor point of the group can be set relatNe to other
groups (i.e., the

anchor point of group X can be placed one line below the last
line used by
group Y).
The other major unit of the frame format is the index description
(ID).
Associated with every category frame is an option to a list of entries. That
list is a linear index, ordered alphabetically by title, to all
the entries in that
-Category. One Of the major problems with an evolving
system is that the
indexes to the system must constantly be rebuilt. The ID
has been included
in the fraine format to allow the system to create indexes
mechanically. The
systeni,is\capable of creating a variety of index types (linear,
hierarchical,
alphabetical). The ID points to two sets of GDs. The first
set refers to
groups that are used as titles to the index. The second set is used for
actually
creating the index. The ID also contains information on how to form the
list of entries to be used in creating the index.
Conclusion

The applica:ion of computer technology to information
n
and library
systems has created a vista of opportunities. The possibility of a revolution
in how information is stored, accessed and manipulated beckoned,
but the
actual introduction of technology produced as many problems as it solved.
These systems are difficult to learn and use, creating a serious barrier
to the
naïve user. Second, some researchers were clouded in their thinking by the
way they used information systems. They were unable to see beyond their
current horizon, thus asserting that computers could not provide certain
styles of interaction such as browsing.' The main effect of this
was a
plethora of research in the parameterized mode of search. The combination
of the BROWSE and ZOG systems provides a radically different
approach
to the access and display of information. BROWSE and ZOG provide
an
integrated browsing and parameterized approach to searching databases,
while utilizing an interface that is simple and clear for even the naïve user.
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Modifying and Designing Computer
Terminals to Allow Access by
Handicapped Individuals
INTRODUCTION
problems in dealing with comFor handicapped individuals, the primary
manipulation
of the keyboard, and
puter terminals fall into two categories:
problems are usudealing with the information displayed. Manipulation
handicaps, including the
ally experienced by individuals with physical
presented on
dealing
with
the
information
elderly: The:second category,
and
individuals
who may
the tube, is a problem for both blind individuals
individuz
information. For blind
have trouble dealing with more complex
information in the wrong
primarily
one
of
presenting
als, the problem is
display, however, may
sensory mode. The complexity of the information children, people with
also be a bather to some sighted users, such as young with varying degrees
low vision, some elderly individuals, and individuals
generally do not expeof language or cognitive disability. Deaf persons
unless
there is significant
rience any difficulty in dealing with terminals
auditorially,
either with speech
and nonredundant information presented With systems designed to funcor through beeps and other audible cues.
problems, since the
tion in libraries these are generally not significant with a minimum of
systems are usually designed to operate silently or
auditory cueing:
handicapvisual, physical and
In this paper, each of the three areas of
along
with
the
different approaches which
cognitivewill be explored,
information. Some of the
have been used to provide access to textual
The following section of the
approaches are simple; others are complex.
constraints to be considered in
paper will then examine the practical
include considerdesigning public access data processing terminals. These
99
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ationslnd constraints experienced by both the user and the manufacturer.

Finally, the paper will reexamine the various
in the first section in light of these practical solution strategies presented
considerations and constraints:
Practical, low-cost, minimum modification approaches
which best meet
the constraints of manufacturers and users will be identified.

Strategies for the Visually Impaired
Solution strategies for individuals with visual
impair ents fall into
three basic categories: (1) visual enlargement;
(2) tactile dis lays; and (3)
auditory displays. There are several ways of visually
enlarging the output

display. One technique is to expand the visual
image on the display

electronically. This gives a "zoom" effect, making the
images on the screen
larger, but means that a smaller portion of the
screen
is seen at any one
time. A second approach is to use a
separate
magnifying
lens. This solution has the advantage that the display itself does
not need to be modified in
any special fashion. The magnifying lens
be positioned in front of the
display either mechanically or manually, can
and moved by the individual to
scan the information on the page. This same effect
can be achieved at a
much higher cost by using a magnifying lens on a closed-circuit
television
camera.

The second approach for visually impaired individuals
is a tactile
display. While the first approach is intended
mostly for individuals with
impaired vision, the second approach is intended primarily
with no vision. Tactile displays take basically two forms. for individuals
The first is an
actual representation of the characters themselves.
The
Opticon
is an
example of this approach. The Opticon is
an aid which has a small camera,
about the size of a pack of gum. This camera is
of the Opticon, which is about the size of connected to the main unit
a cassette tape recorder. The
individual moves the camera over the printed letters
the television screen, and the Opticon reproduces, or the characters on
on the fingertips of the
individual's other hand, tl shapes of the letters
scanned by the camera. In this way, the individual or characters being
various printed characters, and can read them directly.actually "feels" the
This.approach has
the advantage that an individual trained in the
use of the Opticon can read
most types of printed or displayed materials without special
adapters. The
second form of .tactile display involves
use of the Braille :ystem. With
Braille, each character or group of characters is
raised dots. These can be punched into pa-per represented by a pattern of
or presented using dynamic
Braille displays, which have little pins that
move up and down. Dynamic
Braille displays are usually single-cell or single-line
full-page
dynamic Braille display would be extremely displays, since a
r.
expensive.
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impaired
The third approach to information display for visually
with

individuals is the use of auditory displays. Thisapproach can be used

approach, the
both blind and visually impaired individuals. With thisterminals of this
information displayed visually is also spoken. Talking
Selection menus and
sort .are most effective for transferring bulk text.
difficult
to comprehend if
complex visually oriented displays are more
three
simply read from the screen. This is particularly true when two or

is
.columns arc displayed. Therefore, special processing of the information
information
usually required, rather than simply having the user read the
first:entry on each of
off the screen one line at a time (which would give the

column, etc.). This
the three columns, then the second entry on each
graphic
or
charted
information,
as is the
approach is almost useless with

all for
dynamic Braille approach. The only approaches which are useful at
the
enlarged
screen
and
the
direct,
graphic or chant(' information are
tactile translation (i.e., Opticon).

Strategies for Physically Handicapped Individuals
individuals the problem is more comFor physically handicapped
of
physical
disabilities. As a result, a wide
plex, due to the greater variety
and
variety of approaches exists to match not only the varying needs
individuals
may
disabilities, but also the vaz ling residual control these
and more
have. This section provides an overview of some of the basic
applicable approaches for use with data terminals.
All of the techniques can be broken down into two fundamental
approaches. The first approach is direct selection. Any technique where
(e.g., using a typewritthe individual directly points to the various choices
the
terminal screen) is an
er keyboard or pointing to selections directly on
scanning. The
example of direct selection. The second basic approach is
wherever
the
individual
is
unable
to point for
scanning technique is used
items
are
presented
sequentially
to the indihimself. With this approach,
signals
by operatvidual. When the desired item is reached, the individual
is essentially
Thus,
the
scanning
approach
ing some type of switch.
could be called
"selection in time," while the direct selection approach
and more
scanning
approach
is
much
slower
"selection in space." The
therefore
usually
selection
approach,
and
is
cumbersome than the direct
possible.
where
direct
selection
is
not
used only in situations

Direct Selection Techniques
but all
Direct selection techniques can take a wide variety of forms,
for
pointing.
essentially provide the individual with some mechanism
which
These techniques may take advantage of whatever body part over
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the individual has best control, including finger,
foot, head, or eye. In some cases, the individual hand, arm, leg, knee,
can point directly to the
particular item (see fig. I). In other cases, some type of pointer such
as a
headstick, finger pointer, etc., may be used (see fig. 2). A
very powerful new
technique which has received much more application recently is the
use of
optical pointers. With this technique, an individual points
using a beam of
light. This approach has the advantage that the "length" of the beam
automatically adjusts to the distance necessary to reach the item indicated.
This allows the individual to exert much less physical control.
It also
permits the individual to stay in his best position, rather
than
having
to
lean in one direction or another to reach his choice,
as he would with a
mechanical pointer. This ability to maintain optimal position
increase an individual's pointing capabilities. Individuals withcan greatly
discrete pointing skills can generally use these various techniquesgood
directly.
Other individuals can use these techniques to point, but
their pointing
motions may be mixed with erratic or involuntary jerking motions.
The
individual may not be able to hold his hand, finger,
or pointer still over a
single selection, or may not be able to press a single switch.
In these cases,

the "auto-monitoring technique" can be used. This approach has
"averaging" effect which allows an individual to point, even shakily, an
to an
item, and have the system determine which item he or.she
is
trying
to
indicate. Even if the individual makes occasional
wrong selections, the
system can ignore these false signals and pick out the desired target of the

individual's pointing.
Most recently, research has begun into the use of eyes for direct

pointing. Using the eyes to point is very difficult fora number
of reasons. It
isn't possible to attach something easily to the eye to use either as a pointer
or as a reference for sensing eye position. Optical methods for determining
eye position have been used, but generally these need to be individually
calibrated, are sensitive to ambient light conditions or are sensitive to
position and orientation. Many of the eye position-sensing systems also
measure only eye position with respect to the head. In order
to tell where
the individual is looking, one must determine where the head
is with
respect to the target. These two pieces of information (eye position
and
head position) then need to be integrated in order to determine
the position
of the gaze. Although this approach is difficult to implement,
its potential
is great', especially for aids which are custom-fit to the individual. Practical
implementation of this technique with custom aids is, however,
at least
several years away. Use of this system for public access terminals,
where it
would need to be self-calibrating and able to work with
a wide variety of
individuals, is farther away yet.
With these various techniques, it is usually possible to fin sl some
mechanism through which the individual can point or indica te diktly. If
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Figure I. Direct selection by manual pointing

pon'directly, but only to a small number of items, then
the individual can
used (discussed later). For
mulcisignal techniques such as encoding can be
point
at
all,
however,
a §canning approach
individuals who are unable to
may be required.
Scanning Techniques

individual
While direct selection techniques are methods where the
methods-where
somehimself points, scanning techniques arc basically

The individual then
thing or someone else points for the individual. he gives a signal of
watches until the desired item is presented. At that time,

item has been reached. For an
some type to indicate that the desired
have some single

individual to be able to use this technique, he need only
of any part ordis
motion which he can control. This can be a movement
blink,
a
look upward, a
body, or the cessation of movement. An eye
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,Figure 2. Direct selection by using a headstick

movement of the thumb, etc. are all acceptable mo--ements which could be
either observed or tapped using a switch. Because of this,
scanning is an
extremely powerful technique.
The disadvantages of the scanning approach is that it is
inuch slower.
This is especially :rue if the number of choices is
large. If an individual
must spell out information, for example, it can take a very long time
to
scars the alphabet, picking out each letter individually. The time required
to transmit information in thisManner ranges from long to excruciatingly
long, depending upon the amount of information and the
individual's
response time.

One of the primary reasons for the extended time required
to transfer
inforMatiOn using the scanning approach is that the bulk
of the time is
spent displaying "wrong" choices. In order to accelerate the
scanning
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developed to reduce the

techniques have been
process, therefore, several
group/item
choices
presented.
One method is the use of
number of wrong
the

items are first presented to
scanning. With this technique, groups of that the desired item is in that
individual, until he gives a signal indicating
that groupare then scanned individugroup. The individual items within If a very large number of choices are
ally until the desired item is reached.
be used. The most popupossible, then a group/group/item approach can (or row/item) scanning
lar forms of group/item scanning are row/column
and page/item scanning (see fig. 3).
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Another technique to reduce the number of wrong presentations is to
arrange the items in order of frequency of use. Thus, the most used items
since they are more
are placed toward the front of the scanning routine,
In
cases
where
selections
are used in a
probably the next correct item.
certain pattern, such as in English spelling, the most probable next letter
will vary, depending upon the preceding letter or letters selected. In such
cases, the order of presentation can be changed after each selection to
impledisplay the most probable next selection. This technique should be
have
mented with care, however, since it is sometimes more confusing to
the selection order change each time, causing the individual to take more
time in his selection and thus losing some of the advantages of predictive
scanning. Over long periods, however, the individual may be able to
anticipate the changing displays so that this problem can be reduced or
eliminated.

Encoding Techniques
Even with the above scanning acceleration techniques, the scanning
approach is generally still considered to be a second choice to any type of
only
direct selection technique. For situations where the individual can
however,
the
total
selection
space
(total
select a small number of items,
been
number of possible selections) can be expanded by using what have
termed encoding techniques.
Encoding techniques constitute only one part of a larger ..ategory of
"selectechniques which use multiple signals from the user to ir-rease the
decrease
would
have
with.clirect
Selection,
or
tion space" that an individual
the "selection time" of an individual using the scanning approach. Some
multisignal techniques for scanning were discussed above, such as group/ item scanning.
A parallel to the group/item concept in scanning is two-number
encoding or group/item indication using direct selection. With this techcould
nique, an individual who is able to point to only ten numbers
numbers.
One
quickly select from 100 items by simply pointing to a pair of
from
zero
to
ninety-nine,
or
can think of this either as indicating a number
'le
group.
as selecting one of ten groups, and then one of ten items with
In both cases, the time and movements involved are identical. The major
difference is in how the information is displayed. There are advantages to
individeither approach, although the pairing of individual numbers with
due
to
the
reduced
ual choices is almost always the superior approach
amount of visual scanning and processing necessary. These individually
fig. 4).
coded selections can then be grouped if desired or appropriate (see
used to
encoding
technique
is
that
it
can
be
Thus, the advantage of the
provide an individual capable of relatively little movement or accuracy
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with the ability to point to a large number of items. Ten widely spaced

encoding technique to
keys, for instance, could be used in a two-movement
encoding
selection
panel.
Three-movement
select any key on a keyboard or
of
1000
keys
or
selections.
would allow one to specify any
wide variety of
Thus, it is possible .to provide individuals having a
access
to
systems
of
any
level
of complexity.
physical handicaps with
which
can
allow
any
individual,
no matter how
Techniques exist, in fact,
systems.
handicap,
to
control
information-processing
severe the physical
application, the
technique
will
depend
upon
the
Choice of the appropriate
of individuals who will be
amount of information' required, the variety
of
modification
which can be reasonably
using the system, and the amount

be much
expected. For custom, personal aids, these constraints would
terminals.
different than for public access computer or information-access
Cognitive Considerations
need to
In addition to the physical and sensory considera dons, systems
varying
cognitive
and
be designed which can.b_e used by individuals having
ensure
design
considerations
are
necessary
to
language capabilities. Some
elderly individual's.
that the systems can be used by younger children or by
implemented
to
allow
the systems to
In other cases, modifications might be
indiyiduals
with
specific
language
or cognitive
be more easily used by
other conditions.
resulting
form
stroke,
injury
or
processing difficulties
Typical considerations in this area would be: (1) use of simple visual
of a minimal
displays', (2) useof large, plainly-marked input panels; (3) use
approach; and (4) use
optionsuse
of
a
hidden-option
number of keys and
presentatiOns. Most of these are self - explanatory. The
of simple categorical
support faster and more
hidden-option approach allows the system towho
are familiar with the
efficient data entry approaches for individuals
straightforward
system, while.providing a perhaps slower but much more
Two
techniques for
data entry or retrieval procedure for other individuals.
invisible
so that
achieving this are: (I) to make a number 5f the options
dispFayed
to
the
novice;
(2) to
they can be called up, but are not necessarily
have prompted and nonprompted input sequences.

Practical Considerations and Constraints
of access lies
From the previous section, it can be seen that the problem
these
systems
for
individuals
not in finding a method to provide access to
nun bei of
handicaps.
There
are
a
large
with severe physical or sensory
approaches
for inditechniques -which can provide very effective interface
handicap.
The
probviduals with almost any type of physical or sensory
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lem instead is one of finding a practical, cost-efficient

for providing this access.

and effective method

User Constraints

Design constraints fali into two categories: user constraints
and.
Manufacturer/distribution constraints. The user.constraints will vary
somewhat depetiding upon the application for which the
will be used. In general, however, there are four basic special terminals
user constraints,
especially for public access terminals. The system and
modifications
must
be: (I) obvious, (2) easy to learn, (3) easy to set
up or connect with, and (4)
reliable and easy to maintain. The first two are, of course, general rules;
they apply not only to handicapped individuals, but
whole. The third is appropriate mainly in terms ofto the pOpulation as a
use by,handicapped
-individuals. Adaptation of the systems for these individuals
take even a few minutes nor require an engineer. Librarians should not
are not going
to have the time to hook up each individual as he
comes in, or to remove or
put away equipment carefully after each use. If the method for
interfacing
to the system is simple, it will .be used. If the system is at all complex,
however, it will generally not be connected or maintained.
If, in addition,
the system requires any significant amount of
extra training on the part of
the library staff or the handicapped individuals who will
use it, the
changes of it being utilized are further decreased.
Maintenance is another important area of concern. Will adding these
capabilities make the system prone to breakage? A
system which is in one
piece, keyboard and display together, will be much more reliable
and need
less maintenance than a system which is built around
many separate,
interconnected units. No matter how simple and firm the
connectors, they
are always susceptible to being pulled and pushed, knocked, hit,
and,.
jammed. Systems with multiple components from different
sources also
make it much more difficult to maintain the system. Extra
mechanical
adaptations, which would be in the way for nonhandicapped users and
.

therefore removed and replaced with each use;-are also much

tible to damage and loss. Replacement and maintenance more suscepof modified

systems is a very serious problenf, and becomes more serious
as modifications increase in number and complexity.
Manufacturer and Support Constraints

In addition to the constraints mentioned above, there
are a number of
considerations with regard to the manufacture and maintenance
systems. One of the first concerns of the manufacturer is cost. If theof the
basic
terminal costs x, how much more would the terminal cost with
the modifications included? How much would it cost to research and develop these
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extra capabilities as a part of the basic design? If a library Would pay x for
the system, how much more might they pay if these features were added?
Time is also a very important factor for the manufacturer. The goal is
possible. Will these
to deliver a finished product to the public as quickly as
months
on
the
drawing board? If
adaptations mean another six to twelve
the system is already in production, can these adaptations simply be added
.to the system, or will completed terminals have to be reworked? If they
must be redesigned, what happens to tho terminals and the systems already
out in the field?

Documentation and training force up costs and add to the time

involved. It costs an incredible amount of money to create user manuals.
Will these special-puipose features mean additional training materials
and training time for library `staff? How much extra training will be
necessary for the manufacturer's representatives? How will this affect the
cost of the overall systems?
Practical Solution Strategies
All of these factors are very real, and must be taken into account when
considering modifications of systems to optimize their use by individuals
with handicaps. For this reason, it is not sufficient simply to develop or
describe techniques for providing access for handicapped individuals.
Instead, it is necessary to tackle the much more difficult task of determining techniques which can not only provide effective methods for access, but
which also can minimize the cost, maintenance and other aspects necessary
for the techniques to be practical and implementable. With these constraints in mind, one can examine the various strategies discussed earlier.
Of particular interest will be the' identification of those strategies which
can best accommodate the various constraints.

Strategies for the Visually Impaired
The first technique discussed was visual enlargement. Displays can be
made larger through a number of electronic techniques, but these are all
technically complicated.and would involve extensive modification of the
circuitry in the terminal. Moreover, magnifying the display in this fashion
onl permits the user to view a portion of the overall display. If all of the
letters were made twice as high (and twice as wide), for instance, the user
would only be able to see one-fourth of the original screen at a time. To see
the entire screen, he would have to look at four different displays 'or be
provided with some .type of el6ctronic "moving window" which would
allow him, in effect, to move around on the original screen. This, again, is
expensive and somewhat disorienting visually.
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Use of.an optical magnifier for this function, however, would provide
the same basic capability at much reduced cost. Essentially, the terminal
could be outfitted either with a large magnifier which would sit in front of
the screen and allow the individual to see the entire screen magnified by
some factor, or with a large hand-held magnifying lens which could be
attached to the terminal or desk with a chain. Maintenance, construction
and replacement of these magnifiprs would be very simple. Many libraries
already have magnifying lenses orthis sort, and visually impaired individuals are generally familiar with the use of such lenses.
The second general technique mentioned was the use of tactile displays. These displays are almost always very expensive, since they are
designed using nonstandard technologies. In addition, these systems generally require extensive training to be used effectively, and therefore do not
lend themselves easily for use with a public terminal. Finally, since the
systems rarely use full-page displays, some modification of the display
format may be necessary to provide an easily comprehensible tactile,display, For these reasons, it would be difficult for terminal manufacturers to
build any type of tactile display into their terminals. A better approach
would be to provide an output port from the terminal. This alternative
would both be inexpensive and providea ready mechanism for individuals
to connect their personal tactile displays. In addition, libraries that so
desired could connect to these ports special tactile computer terminals
designed specifically for a given population.
The questions surrounding the practicality of voice-output or talking
terminals closely parallel the previous discussions. In general, it would be
very difficult for computer terminal manufacturers or information retrieval system developers to design voice-output systems as accessories to an
overall system. Auditory display of information usually needs to be done in
a method quite different from visual displays of information. One major .
difference is that a visual display isessentially a parallel display of all of the
information on the screen. An auditory display is a serial display of the
information. Layout of the screen, the format of presentation, and the
methods used to scan displays to select the desired information differ in
large degree. For this reason, the best approach here, too, would be to
provide a port to which individuals could connect their individual aids.
Another very simple and cost-effective strategy is to providea composite video signaron an output jack. This would allow the system to have a
second, CRT display. That second display could be anything from a.
slightly larger television monitor with a moderate expansion of the display
to a projected television screen. In this manner; one could theoretically
have a terminal with a keyboard and a four-by-six-foot screen. With this
technique, the entire screen can be expanded in size, not just a portion of it. ,
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Computer video output is already provided on some terminals, and for
other terminals would add as little as $545 to the cost. ,

As with all of the techniques discussed here, the best overall approach
to the problem of optimizing terminals for use by specific populations of

handicapped individual's is to contact major centers for the visually
impaired and to talk with professionals who are experts in the area of
adaptation for this population. They can be provided with the specific
constraints of the situation, and can offer guidance as to the most practical,
cost-effective and useful approaches for that particular situation.

Strategies for Use by Physically Handicapped Individuals
As pointed out earlier, the most efficient and straightforward techniques are those 9f direct selection. For this reason, attention should-first

be turned to techniques which can be used to implement this type of
approach. The first modification to be provided should be a keyboard
guard or mask (see fig. 5). A keyguard or mask is simply a plate of plastic,

wood or metal which fits over the keyboard and has holes drilled or
punched in it directly above each of the keys. The purpose of the guard is to

give the individual a surface on which he can rest and slide his hand
without accidentally activating the keys. To operate individual keys, he

simply moves his finger, thumb or dowel down through the holes (which
are the same size as or slightly larger than the keys). Such keyboard guards
can.be made, quite easily and inexpensively. IBM, for example, manufactures them for all of their typewriters and sells them for about ten dollars.
Keyguards for public access terminals should be designed so that they can
be easily attached or removed, to allow use of the terminals by nonhandi.' capped individuals as well. When in place, they should be firm. The space
bar should be treated as any other key on the keyboard, except that three
holes may be provided instead of one. A cutout the size of the entire space
bar should not be made in the keyguard, since-this usually results in a large
number of inadvertent spaces by the individual.
Another approach is to provide alternate keyboards. These keyboards
could be expanded and recessed (under a keyguard) to facilitate use by
different handicapped individuals. This approach, however, is very expensive and would require the fabrication and fitting of various sizes and
configurations of keyboards to accommodate different types of physical
disabilities. Here again, a good approach is to provide an input connecter
which would parallel the functions of the keyboard. Many handicapped
individuals who require special keyboards have custom communication
aids. With such aids, they could simply connect to the port, if it used a
standard code (such as ASCII), and be able to d uplica te all the functions of
the keyboard.

-----:i'
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Figure 5. Guarded keyboard
_

Another very powerful direct selection technique is the use of a lightbeam pointer. This can be attached to the head, held in the hand, attached
to a limb, etc., in order to provide an effective means of pointing, One
techniqUe for implementing the light-beam pointer is to use a long-range
light pen coupled with a cursor on the terminal screen: the cursor moves to
wherever the light beam points. Any system already configured to use a
light pen could be easily modified to use this particular technique through
software modificationi and redesign of the light pen itself. This would
allow for direciAnenu selection of items by individuals with fairly severe
physical handicaps. It would also facilitate ease of use by elderly individu'als or individuals prone to fatigue, for whom normal light pens may be
difficult to use for extended periods of time; they could simply hold the
light pen in their lap and point it at the various hems on the screen. If a
"keyboard" were provided at the bottom of the screen, individuals could
use the light pen for typing in entries, as well as for selecting items from the
menu. If the menu used up the entire screen, a white square in one corner of
the screen could be used to allow the individual to switch from the menu
display to a keyboard display to type in his messages. With this technique,
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technique" described earlier co...t be uscd to allow
the "auto-monitoring
the system.
individuals with less accurate pointing skills to use
nonhandicapped
librarvalue to
'This latter technique could also be of clipping
bow
the
light
pen
to
the
ians and data-entry personnel. By simply
to
they could use the light beam capability
of their glasses, for example,
instantly,
rather
different portions of the screen
cause thecursor to jump to
slowly
moving cursor to inch their way around the
than having to use a
entries. They would use the keyboard for
screen when filling out new
moved simply by holding down a
normal data entry. The cursor can be
headpointer, allowinginstant repositionspecial key which activates the
ing of the cursor anywhere on the screen.
scanning routine can be impleFor simple menu-type selection, ahardware
modification necessary
mented within the terminal. The only
phone
jack.
The
rest of the modificawould be the addition of a miniature
rather
simple
addition
to the selection
tion can be implemented as a
be
invisible
to anybody
algorithm. The actual scanning routine wouldwould make his selection
user
using the terminal. The nonhandicapped
normal fashion. The special scanlight
pen
in
the
using the keyboard or
users would be triggered by a
ning software routine needed by handicapped
through the miniature phone jack.
'switch closure coming into the system the choices on the screen one at a

At the first switch closure, a cursor scans
decreases in speed until a second signal
time. This scanning process slowly
switch closure selects a particuis received from the input jack. This second
a comfortable scanning rate.
lar item from the menu and also establishes
and halt additional menu scans,
Subsequent switch closures would initiate system sho,ild always include a
always at the comfortable scan rate. Such a
each selection to be sure that th 2 individual-selected
method for confirming
having the
best be accomplished by
the item actually wanted. This canCANCEL
after each
and
CORRECT,
system scab two choices, such as
the
other.
This
scanning
can be
selection until the individual selects one or only two choices.
done at a fairly slow speed, since there are
linear technique described above
For larger numbers of choices, the
group/item scanning approach or a
can be extremely slow. In these cases, a
the method normally
scan/encode approach can be used, depending upon
various
options.
used for the display and selection of the
number pads for encodJoysticks. for directed scanning techniques or
involve
In general, these types of interfaces
ing techniques can also be used.
but
also
changes
additions to the terminals,
not only significant hardware
procedures. Although these techniques
in the format and overall selection
of the scanning techniques, they generally
can be more efficient than some
implementation in pUblieaccess terminals.
are not practical in terms ofneed and use these types of input techniques
Individuals who regularly

1
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often have custom aids which they

can use, and which could be interfaced
to the terminals through an auxiliary
keyboard port, as described above..
SUMMARY

.

,
er%

A wide variety of techniques and Axocedures

have been developed for
providing rapid and effective means for
input and control to individuals
with,different types of handicaps. For
these approaches to be used in public
access data, entry terminals,. however, a large
number of considers

need to lie-maclebeyond those which pertain
ns
to the design of special aids for
use strictly by handicapped
individuals. Among these are cost,
complexity,
maintenance, additional training and
setup time. Even with these constraints, however, there are simple,
low-cost modifications which can be
made to computer terminals to enhance
their use by individuals having a
-wide variety of disabilities. Inc6rporation
of these modifications can be
done most easily at the initial design
stages of theliardware and software
for the system. Many of the techniques,
relatively low cost: When considering however, can also be retlofitted at
,such modifications, either in the
initial design or in retrofitting, it is important
to contact professionals who
have expertise in making similar
modifications.
With careful thought
planning,,low-cost
effective modificatio cal.,1 be rade to the and
terminal to allow accessand
by a large number of
individuals who would otherwise be unable
to use these systems. This can
result not only in better access to these "public"
open up new job opportunities for handicapped terminals, but can also
and maintaining such databases or informationindividuals in developing
systems.
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Resistance to Technology: Some EXamples
from the Health Care Delivery System
something is like understanding
Understanding why people don't likeOne is often looking for objections
why the dog didn't bark irc the night.
concealed. It is the purpose of
unspoken, fears unexpressed and concerns factors that are at work when
this parser to attempt to -.2xplore some of thesetting. I will try to separate
new
radical changes are introduced into aintroduce
from those that derive from
from
changes
we
problems that arise
of the ways by which we
tneternal factors. Finally, I will Consider some in users, but take advanthe
resistance
that
we
meet
not only overcome
information on improving the
of it by extracting from it important
system.
of technology into two
As examples, I will consider the introduction
who have a reputatiop for some
different medical domains to user groupsin the first case, clinical patholosubstantial degree of resistance to change: second, physicians, nurses and
technologists; in the
gists and laboratory
differences encountered between

the
others in a ward setting. I will eiscuss
information
systems and the introduction
the introduction of laboratory
infOrmation systems. These will illustrate some
onto the ward of hospital
involved in promoting public use of information

of the problems

technoiogy.
with physicians trying to design
We have worked for many years
systenthat would be used not only for simple
hospital information
and other health profesbilling and bookkeeping, but used by physicians
led
us
to encourage hands-on
sionals as a tool for patient care. This has
N-Ationat,Library of Medicine, U.S. Public
'Supported in part by a training grant from the
Health Service (NLM 07011).
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participation of the health professional in .the
actual operation of the
informaticm system. We have tried to make
our primary usersdoctors,
nurses, pharmacistscomfortable with automation.

success. An analysis of the limits reached and the We have had limited
problems encountered
will be useful. Before beginning this analysis,
however,
I will set forth one
simple but powerful postulate: it is
more use1.11 to find out why a tool does
not work than simply to try to force its use.
In many cases, uew developmentswhich
seem so attractive to their
developershave flaws which are evident to nearly
these flaWs are finally identified by the developer, everyone else.' When
it is a source of immeme
surprise that the problem was concealed for
so
long.
In many cases, it was
really a case of not wanting to think about
the
problems.
It is not an easy
task to evaluate your own work. It is often
painful
for
the
innovator
to step
back and ask, "What am I doing wrong?"
which one is usually comfortable. However, This is not a question with
it is generally pointless to try
to persuade users to employ a new tool without
understanding why they
don't want to use it. It is only by perceptive
analysis
of those features of a
system that disturb users that we can gain
some
insights
into how to
modify the sy&tem so it may be more useful.
I am asserting that assessment is a critical and
process of introducing new technology into public integral part of the
use. We frequently
associate technology assessment with economic
analysis,
changes in cost
that will accompany the substitution of
one way of doing a task with
another. If considered only in these terms,
those involved with a development that is expected to bring new qualitiei
to societyin particular,
greater public access to knowledgetend
to
take
a dim view of such
constrained economic assessment. However,
a str'ct economic analysis

ly a limited component of what comprehensive

is

technology assessment
should be. It should lead to a system-oriented viewpoint
which will evaluate new developments not only from the
vantage
point
nor even that of the primary ut. alone, but also from of the developer,
those of others in
society. As developers, we should not reject
assessment,
but
rather try to use
it to improve our products. Although
some of the factors causing innovation: to fail may be beyond the control
of the developer, many others are
amenable to changes and improvements, once the
problem is identified.

Medical Information SystemsTheir Promises
and Their Problems
/
In the early 1960s, in the early' -days of
technology, there
was very substantial enthusiasm for the use information
of computers and information
systems in hospitals and in other components of the,health
care system. In
order to put the picture in some perspective,
it is useful to look at the scene

el
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the changes then occurring within
as it was at that time, and also to note
the health care system itself.
health services were only
In the sixties the problems associated with
predomi:t"
beginning to emerge as a /messing national issue. Several factors provides
expansion
in
the
capacity
to
hated: there had been an enormous
of antibiotics, blood
effective and life - benefiting therapy with the advent
accompanied
by rapid social
,transfusions and new vaccinations. This was
3s.-a.krowing
perception
changes emergi?t. after World War II. There w to the affluent few, but
that medical services were not just a priVilege open
The
'rather a national resource to be widely available to all social classes.
for health
tremendous
increase
in
demand
immediate result of this was a
biomedical information explosion, the
'care services. Just as we face today a
medical and other
sixties were a time of explOsion in the actualrclelivery of
institutions were
health care services. Hospitals and other health delivery
in
the
usual pattern of
extremely ill-prepared for those drastic changes
service delivery.2
not been accompanied by a
These in basic medical research hadavailable
to the people in the
study of ways to make such research benefits starting from marginal effiform of effective care. As a result, hospitals, difficulties keeping up with
ciency, quickly found themselves in serious
the demand for expanded services.
skyrocket as hospiThe consequences were profound. Costs began to
labor-intensive
industry,
tals' hired more and more personnel. Always a
rapid
expansion
health care was especially susceptible to damages through
service personnel.
of its relatively inefficient, but .very numerous,
and analytic instruof
expensive
diagnostic
At this time; a variety
the
costs
and to the gross
to
ments were intrdduced. These added both
the
complexity
of patient care.
amount of information generated and
analyzer.
This single
Foremost among these was the automatic laboratory
practice
and costs
device has had as profound an influence on medical care,
last
two
decades.
Prior
to the
as any other single development in the
were
extraordinarautomatic clinical laboratory analyzer, laboratory tests
unreliable: the analytic instruily experisive. More than that, they, were
that physicians were actually
ments had such substantial variations
laboratory
tests
when they did not fit in with
trained to ignore results of
The high speed,
diagnostic impressions based on bedside. observations. automatic analyzof
tests
performed
with
accuracy and relatively low cost
laboratory tests in clinical practice moved
ers changed that. The role of
ancillary
to
the very heart of the diagnostic process.
-from a mistrusted
rapidly
to accommodate this new technology.
Medical education changed
of
laboratory
tests.became an important part of
The use and interpretation
order tests not
medical school and residency training. Physicians began to
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only to confirm suspicions, but Jo rule out previously
unconsidered or
unlikely possibilities. Mass screening became
possible, and was instituted
widely throughout the country,
Thus was technology of a'high degree of
sophistication introduced
with considerable speed and with wide penetration.
What was its impact?
What was the extent and quality of the resistance
to the introduction of
automatic, high-speed laboratory analyzers? The tlesistance
was, surprisingly enough, very scant in both duration and
intensity.
Pathqlogists
could scarcely increase the capacity of their. laboratoriesfast
tests at a speed sufficient to satisfy the demand of the t nougb to run
clinicians who
ordered these tests. A widespread reliance
on results, in terms of both
diagnosis -and future treatments, grew rapidly: Automatic analyzers
of
higher capacity and greater speed were developed.
was took the form of counsels of caution by medical What resistave there
eddcators.Suctiadvicet
Was heeded in the abstract, but largely ignored in
practice. Senior internists
continued for a time to warn. against the
"indiscriminate ordering of
laboratory tests." However, the ever-increasing volume of
actually
ordered is evidence of the ineffectiveness of this attempt at tests
maintaining
parsimony and strict rationality in the ordering of
laboratory tests.
It is worthwhile to examine some Of the apparent
reasons for the high
degree 9f acceptance of laboratory automation. Possibly
the most obvious
single factor is the economic impact that automated
testing
has produced a high-volume of increased activitywith has imposed. It
accompanying
revenuefor the clinical pathologist. It has not taken
revenue
another section of the medical profession. It initially added awakfroin
to the costs of
care paid for by the patient or the patient's third-party
payer.
It is often the case in medicine that technical developments

in one area
do not reduce the volume of activity in another; it is
more likely that thC
new innovation will simply be a new service not previously
supplied,'
ideally and presumably improving the quality of
care.
Economic factors are probably among the
most important relating to
the acceptability of new developments. Where
an innovation is in the
economic self-interest of a group, it is likely to meet
within that group. Where that group controls its widespread acceptance
use, it is likely to gain
widespread currency throughout society, unless opposing
pressures are
extremely strong, Several consequences follow from this
economic
determinism:

1. Resistance can be better understood in the light of
an understanding of
whose economic interests will be Served and whose will
2. Often the impact of a technological development is only baint.
considered and
controlled by the group which will be bendited;
others who may be
adversely affected are frequently unaware of the impact of
new developments on them until widespread changes are already in.place.
4
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automated stores of knowledge, we
When evaluating the public's access to benefitbut equally we should
need to consider in detail who stands to the benefits against the losses,
consider who stands to lose. We must weigh
the desired social change with
and devise systems that will accommodate
the least economic dislocations.
automation, what was the
To return to the evolution of laboratory
laboratory
automation was willeffed on the technologists? In general,
in
the
field. The increased
ingly accepted by most of ,the technicians
prominence
and visibility to their
volume of operations brought far more results, which are their principal
field. Their work became easier. The test
Accordingly, their work achieved higher prestige,
product, became trusted.
technicians became elevated in
with higher job satisfaction. Laboratory
both professional status and compensation.
In this instance, this did
What about loss of jobs due to automation?
technology.openedup a whole new industry. The
not occur. Laboratory
increased enormously. Here, then, is an
job market for laboratory workers
has had
introduced, quickly accepted, and
example where technology was
substance of the health care system.
a tremendous impact on the
where technology provides benefits
A principal conclusion is ,thatdisadvantages, the fact that it is new is
without any immediate or apparent
even in a conservative profession. A
not an impediment to its acceptance,
acceptance of a new technologisecondary lesson is this: the unhesitating overutilization. As discussed
cal development may lead to its uncriticalmedical circles that laboratory
earlier, there is a considerable concern in
There has been a sharp increase in
tests are now substantially overused.
medicine has led to a higher
malpractice claims. The rise of scientificwhat is now termed "defensive
expectation of accuracy in diagnosis, and operation. Sir':e laboratory
medical
medicine" is the common mode of medical
practice without any critical
tests were introduced into common
of any particular test or
examination of the value or cost-effectiveness
approach
was
adopted), there is now
battery of tests (in essence; a shotgun
which-to gauge the value of the ever-growing
no good measuring stick by
the cl ni cal la b is a°s igni fi cant factor in the
use of the laboratory. Overuse of
cycle of rising medical costs.

the WardA Model
The Introduction of Technology to
of Cydic Resistance
in demand for health services
Earlier it was mentioned that the rise
the ability of hospitals to provide
had placed sudden and severe strains on
of physipartially due to a sh
needed in-patient services. This was
with by direct means amely,
cians, and in the sixties this was dealt
students
per school and th number
increasing both the number of medical
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of medical schools in the United States.
The effect of this change was not to
be felt for -a number of years. Consequently,
hospitals were called upon to
take more rapid action to handle the immediate
grams designed to improve the delivery of health burden. Research pa.care were started. Information flow in hospitals and inefficiencies in
medical
record systems weie
recognized early as serious problems. Not only
did lost or missing medical
records interfere with the treatment of an individual patient,
but a missing
medical record would trigger a spreading
train of confusion and wasted
effort. A temporary record would have to beset
be dispatched to various sites where the record up, and messengers would
might have been mislocated.
Tests would have to be repeated if the
earlier results were lost.
It is hard to document the amount of the
economic loss attributable t
lost medical records in t he wards and clinics of
the 'early sixties, it was estimated that in large hospitals. However, in
one large Eastern universityoperated hospital, one out of four
requests for a medical record was
answered with a "cannot locate" response. In
addition, hospitals had no
ready administrative control over their pharmacy
costs and other ancillary
patient care services. Manual methods of
ordering drugs and services were
not adequately linked with the billing
systems. Substantial numbers of
charges were lost, or so delayed in posting
to patient accounts that bill
collection and cash flow were seriously impaired.
In the face of 'all this, it is no surprise that
target for the introduction of computer-based the hospital was a prime
information systems. It is
hard to imagine now the enthusiasm that preceded
and accompanied the
earliest stages of hospital "computerization." Hospital
administrators
were sufficiently concerned about, and crippled
by, their information
management problems that they saw in the computer
a magic answer to
their problems. This enthusiasm was
very
short-lived.
- apparent that the development of hospital information It soon became
systems presented
problems in several domains, none of
which
had
been adequately
anticipated:

1. The hardware needed for a real-time, on-line
system was not yet sufficiently reliable.
2. The software that would permit the rapid
development of new programs, and their easy modification in response
to user criticisms, was

not available. Assembler languages were still
the standard for
production programming, and high-level
languages which easily

accommodated text manipulation were not in common 'use.
3. Hospital functions were not understood in detail
sufficient to permit
precise specification of a -hospital information
system.
4. The management of large information
system projects had not yet been
adequately explored. The importance of user
consultation in advance of
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design specification may have been known, but was not commonly
practiced. All too often, systems were set forth by the programmeranalyst, cast in concrete by the-coder, then sent forth for the first time

for

the inspection of the user.
With these deficiencies, it is no surprise that early hospital information systems almost universally ran into serious opposition from their
various user,coristituencies. Nurses were called upon in many cases to be
the direct users of the systems. Ill-trained in administration, but with
increasing management tasks thrust upon them, head nurses now had
either to enter data directly or to supervise the clerks who did. With the
timesystem deficiences outlined above, this additional task was
Since
no
discernible
benefits
accrued
to
the
consuming and frustrating.
there
was
no
accompanying
nursing service from the information system,
motivation to use the system.
Thee physicians and other professionals involved similarly viewed
early systems as impedimentsas part of the problem, rather than as steps
ta.the solution. Of course, there were exceptions; some mediCal professionals became enthusiastic about the potential benefits of the systemthe
opportunity to have clinical information available for research, the chance
the potento have an adequate data base for planning rational treatment,
tial for more effective uses of hospital personnel resources. These intended
benefits were the raison d' etre for hospital information systems, unrealized
as they were.
The result of these unmatched expectations was predictable. Medical
information systems lost their charm to physicians and hospital administhe part
trators alike. Interest in developing them dropped sharply,-both on
commercial
software
companies,
as
it
became
of medical researchers and
in
the
field
apparent that success in such efforts was unlikely. Progress
of
continued
efforts
in
computerslowed considerably, with the exception
based hospital billing. Medical information was viewed by the developers
than
of such systems as primarily data that reflected fiscal events, rather
medical
content.
from the point of view of their
Thus, another wave of grovkh followed, this one emphasizing the
accounting, business and collection (ABCs) aspects of hospital operations.
This, in general, is the present state today. Several large vendors sell
business-oriented hospital information systems. These are largely successful in helping hospitals capture charges. In the process, they also facilitate
and pharmore complete and timely processing of orders to laboratories
macies. Thus, they do benefit medical cafe indirectly. But they are largely
insufficient in terms of their potential medical content, and they have not
reached the goal of0ding more rational medical treatment as was origi-

nally set forth.
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Within the past year, however, the availability of inexpensive microprocessers, And the ability of hospital clinics to devise special-purpose
inforniation systems tailored to, their individital medical needs, has institutestill another wave of developments. Small, medically oriented information modules are beComing increasingly prevalent in hospital and
clinic 'environments. These are Meeting with much less user resistance

than did the earlier systems. A major reason for their acceptance is that they
work. Although this sounds like a truism, it is probably the-most powerful
factor compelling acceptance of an innovation. If it produces the promised
resultseven at a higher costit will usually be accepted. Also, the new
systenis are ofen,either locally designed or skillfully tailored to local needs.
This direct personal involvement is a powerfuT force stimulating acceptance. (But it should be realized that the personal involvement of the user in
the creation of a system can lead to noncritical acceptance of
a system that
really is not demonstrably. effective.) Finally, the reduced cost and
intrinsic
higher reliability of new computers has been a significant factor in promoting the success of recent developments.

Thus, after a poor start, with resulting emphasis-on predominantly
fiscal functions, changes in technology have again brought forth a new
wave of developments.3 Now, medical information systems are being
recreated with increasing success and with new emphasis on clinical
decision support. Resistance can be overcome by the personal involvement
of the users and by improvement in the intrinsic quality of the tools of
technology.
Summary
The attitude of society to technology is still difficult to predict. This is
disappointing to innovators, if not surprising tb analysts. Societyor even
smaller segments of it, such as the health services communityhas no
single common goal and no agreement on the weighting of utility values.
Thus, the first step in introducing any new technological development is
to decide in advance what the expected goals are and to set forth the
expected benefits and anticipated losses. No technological innovation is an
unequivocal blessing. There may not be universal agreement with stated
goals, but at least their explicit existence provides a bench mark against
which to judge the success or failure of an innovation.
Although an analysis of economic benefits for the involved groups
will be a powerful predictoi of the attitude of those groups to a technical
innovation, other, less tangible factors are involved as well. The perception by an individual of the status of his job is an irnportz.,n determinant in
.he success of a system. The participation of users in the design of a system
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However, such

bias costinvolvement may lead to uncritical acceptance, and may

is the single most
effectiveness analysis. In spite of this, user involvement
be
used
to
ensure
system
success.
powerful technique that can
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Menu-driven system, 47.
Menu*lection system, 92-93.
Menus, in on-line system, 48.
Microfiche catalog, 45-46. See- also
Microform catalog:Microform catalog, 45-46.
Microform readers, 20-22.
Modtilarization, II.

Naïve users. See Computer-naïve uses.,

OCI.C, Inc., 27.
On-line circulation: database for, 40.41;
design criteria for, 39-41; implementation of, 38-48; public inquiry of, 42.
On-line systems: error detection in, 3839; reasons for change to, 38-39.
Optical pointers, for use on computer
terminals fOr handicapped, 192.
Opticon (aid for visually handicapped),
100.

Option description, 95.
Orientation programs, for on-line systems, 45.

Output, 2-3.
Parameterized search, 79, 82, 96.
Performance of users. See User
perfor mance.
Perspicuity, category. See Category
perspicuity.
Perspicuity, interface. See Interface
perspicuity.

Perspicuity, structure. See Structure
perspicuity.

Physically handicapped, and use of
computer terminals, 101-02.
Pilot testing, of IIDA, 62-63.
Policies, for on-line circulation system,
43.

Laboratory automation, 121.
Light beam pointers, as technique for
physically handicapped, 114-15.

Maintenance, of modified computer
terminals for handicapped, 110.
Manufacturer constraints, on design of

computer terminals fdr handi-

capped, 110 -11.
MARC records, use of, in on-line circu-

Practice search, for instruction, 52-53.
PROWS system, 92.
PS. See Parameterized search.
Public access terminals. See Computer
terminals.
Public use, of on-line circulation system, 42.
Queue model, 27-28.

s
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Record datalxtie? 95

'Record- formats; 45-46.

Re liVinie -judgments, in diagnostic
it.emf-400es-", _terminals; 46.47. See
alsa,Cciraputer terminals.
Resistance to technology. See Technology, resistance to.

Scanning, as type of menu-type selection, 115..

Scanning techniques: for use on com-

puter terminals for haOdicapped,
103.04; types of choices for, 105-07.

Screen display, self-instructing, 42.

SearchCconcept of, for IIDA, 57-58;
two-cycie, See Two -cycle search.

Searching, without an intermediary,
54-55.

Searching techniques, goal setting for,
52.

Selection space, for handicapped, 10709.

Sensitivity analysis, 28-29.
Similarity,index (search diagnosis), 61.

nals, 100; -technique for visuallyimpaired, 112.
Talking terminals, 112. See a
luputes`terminals.*

Technologic-economic factors and
acceptability; 1120-21; resistance to;
11745; uncritical overutilization of,
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TELENET; 50.
Terminals, icomputer. -See Computer
terminal -Thrashing (search behavior), 61.
Two-cycle search, 52.
TYMNET, 50.
UGLI (computer language), 43.
University of Guelph Library, 37-48.
Univeriity of Toronto Library Automation System. See UTLAS.

Utimatched expectation, as factor in
resistance to technology, 123.
User constraints, on design of computer
terminals for handicapped, 110.

User performance, in on-line system,
49-76.

Simulation method of design, 4.
.Software: heuristics for design of, 6-7:
modularized, 11.
Structure perspicuity, 92.
Subsystem independettc. (design fal-

UTLAS, 40.

lacy), 12-13.
Survey of equipment needs for libraries,
22-27.

computer terminals, 10Q; technique
for visually impaired, 111.12.
Visually impaired, and use of computer

System function (design fallacy), 13.
System helps, 6.
'Systems, human-machine. See Humanmachine systems.

Table, wrapped, 43.

Tactile displays: for computer tertni-
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Value, and design, 4-7.
Values for public access, sq.

Visual enlargement: of displays on

terminals, 100-01.

Window description, 95.
Wrapped files. See Files, wrapped.
Wrapped tabl'. See Table, wrapped.
ZOG system, 9.1-96.

